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Two Calloway courdy-Vrmers lost
what one county fire-rescue squad
spokesman called '`several hundred
dollars worth" of hay and feed grain in
a barn fire early Tuesday evening near
Coldwater.
The fire destroyed the stock and hay
barn on the farm of Teddy ....and.
Sherwood Potts on Ky. 12f lit the- -
Coldwater bottoms, burning about 600
bags of corn and soy bean crushed meal
and over 1200 bales of hay were
destroyed in the fire.
According to a Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad spokesman, firemen
saved a shed full of ground feed in sacks
near the barn.
Teddy Potts said today three cows
were inside the barn when the fire
started, but with the help of the
neighbors, motorists, friends, and the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
they were brought out of the barn and
were kept from entering the barn
again. Potts said other cows in the field
had to be restrained from rushing into
the barn while on fire.
The barn was constructed of ,block
and wood about 1950 by the late
Freeman Johnson, and Potts said it was
an essential building for his All-Jersey
dairy farm as he kept his dry cows and
----heifers in this field and barn away from
his milking herd.
Potts said the, cause of the fire is
unknown, but no electriCity was in the
barn hood the hay and feed.h been
the barn since June. The loose leech*
hay not burned will have to be burned
because rat poison was placed in the
barn prior to the fire, so the cattle will
not eat the feed and hay.
•
Ledger & Times
in Our Oilth Year
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED—Miss Elizabeth Whitmer, -Murray, a freshman
at Murray State University, has been selected to receive a 5300 Amoco
scholarship through the Department of Physics and 'Computer Science at c.
Murray State. She is a participant in the department's freshman research
program. Miss Whitmer Is shown egilaining her reseIrch projett to -(ceiet
ter) Dr. Robert C. Etherton; chairman of the Department' of Physics ind
Computer -Silence and Joe Belchei, Amoco Oil Co. distributrilor Western
.Kentucky. Miss Whitmer is the daughter of Mrs. Leonard Whitmer of 810 N.
19th Street.
Commission To Set Date For
Hearing 0
The 12th StreetiliOngtitlestfoliiiin -
go before a public hearing again, -
But, Murray city planning
commissioners, in a Tuesday night
sessipn, didn't set a date 'for the
controversial rezoning,.. on a proposal
that would rezone 12th Street between
Sycamore and Chestnut from
residential to coipmercial (1374),113e, ,
"My guess is that it would come no
earlier than December," Dr. W. A.
Franklin told commission members.
"We won't set the public hearing
simply because we don't know when
we'll be prepared to hold it."
If and when the city planning
commission does hold the second public
hearing, it'll be conducted with a
different set of rules, commission
members determined Tuesday night.
15e Per Copy Volume 98 No. 248
Council Okays Resolution
Urging Street Reopening
A resolution urging the state to take
action as . soon as possible to reopen
Chestnut Street through the Murray
State University campus was adopted
in a special session of the Murray
Common Council Tuesday.
The resolution, offered by council
member Dr. C. C. Lowry, was approved
by the council after another resolution,,
offe'reif by Mayor John E. Scott, had
..„ ..12een defeated.
The resolution approved by the
council is as follows:
"Whereas, undue hardship has been
placed upon the citizens of Murray and
-- the . merchants located on Chestnut
between 12th and 16th Streets due to the
Closing of Chestnut Street, and
"Whereas, the above said merchants
have incurred considerable financial
losses as a result of the interruption of
the traffic flow on Chestnut Street, and
"Whereas, efforts thus far have not
produced a definite date for at least a
partial reopening of Chestnut,
"Therefore, be it resolved that the
Common Council of the City. of Murray
who is very sympathetic to the citi7ens
and merchants of our community,
hereby- -respectfully requests an
immediate on site inspection by
Honorable Julian M. Carroll, governor
ok the State of Kentucky, the Kentucky'
Department of Transportation. Harper
and Arterburn Contractor, Murray
State University and theCity of Murray
to resolve this most- undesirable
situation as soon as possible.
The resolution was adopted on a 9-2
voted with council members Loyd
Arnold, W. R. Furches, Ruby Hale,
said resolution and does by this action
join with Mayor Scott in answering the
suit filed against the City of Murray by
the Department of Transportation...'"
Some council members objected to
that prcrvision in the mayor'ssuggested----
resolution. Councilman- Stalls said
"Your resolution gives complete
disregard to our resolution passed
September 8. I think it's uncalled for."
Dr. Lowry explained that his
resolution was drawn up at the request
of Mayor Scott and said his resolution
"... is firm but it's not demanding... it
won't offend anyone and I think that's
the way to start."
Several minutes of discussion among
the council members and interested
citizens, many of them business owners
in the affected area, was held prior to
action on the two resolutions. Following,
Are some of the comments offered
during the discussion:
W. R. Furches, councilman: "I think
-if we can get Chestnut Street open we
will alleviate the greatest part of our
problem. If we try to tie 15th Street,
north or south into it, we're going to
defeat the purpose of opening.
Chestnut." are:,
Jack Ward, business owner on 15th
Street: "I feel the 15th Street and 15th
and Main people are being
discriminated against., We sat back
awaiting -actin from the .council."
(Ward indicated to the council that he
feels the coundrahould take similar
action on 15th Street that was taken on
Chestnut Street 1
Buddy Buckingham, business owner
on Chestnut Street: "It's my thinking
that until we can get these people
(DOT, MSU and the contractor)
together, they're going to pass the
buck."
Howard Koenen,, councilman: "The
only way to do, it is to rescind the
original resolution (prohibiting the city
from entering the suit on the closingof
15th Street) and go to Frankfort with a
strongposition."
Lowry: "I think sometimes it's beat
not to go into anything with too
demanding an attitude."
Ed Chrisman, councilman: "Asking
and requesting has served no useful
purpose... it's time to demand..."
'Lowry: "I had rather take the other
approach first. I think the council has in
the past two to three months had
reasons-for its actions. This the Lowry
resolution) will make our position very
clear on the 9-3 vot."
Lowry was referring to the 9-3 vote
of the council which prohibited Mayor
Scott to answer a suit on behalf of the
city filed by DOT on the clOsing of 15th
Street. Mayor Scott Pas contended that
that vote has hampered his efforts to
get officials in Frankfort to take action
on the Chestnut Street problem.)
Voting against the resolution offered
by Scott were council members Arnold,
Furches, Hale, Henley, Lowry
Rieltman and Stalii. -Favoring' the Scott
resolution were councilmen Chrisman,
Koenen, Lee and Willis.
Melvin Henley, Art Lei, :Lowry, MSU Awarded Grant For
Woodrow Rickman, Buel Stalls Jr., and
StU d ood= Protein..
aovtieOnwanildlis votinrsg in favor of the
0 Bl
n  12th. Street Zoning: -Howard-Koenen voting agai 
n 
nst tbe-..
motion. Murray State University has been
The' resolution offered- -11aYor "awarded a $11,435 grant for a one-year
. 
Moine Wilson,,_ a Murray realtOrr.
_ agreed Tuesday night to speak for the
proponents of the rezoning in giving an
opening statement on the issue, and in
calling witnesses, but attorney James
Overby, an outspacen critic of the
reionitig, declined to act as a
spokesman for the opponents to the
question.
As an outgrowth of the costly 12th
Street rezoning question, the city
planning commission may be going to
what one commissioner called a
"graded scale" of fees connected with
rezoning -requests. The city planning-
commission currently charges a flat $25
to cover the casts of a public hearing.
Most commission members agreed that
is far too low One proposal Tuesday
s._
night called_for,costs ranging from $25
for a simple agriculture or residential
reclassification to some $250 for an
industrial reclassification.
Dr. Marshall Gordon, a commission
member, called the idea "merely a
suggestion. tz.; bounce. it off scrr.,...
council members," Dr. Gordon said
Hearing
Commission members Tueiday night
set a Nov. 8 public hearing to rezoning
two parcels of land in the city.
One hearing Nov. 8 will deal with
rezoning an 80 acre piece of land owned
by Don Tucker and lying on KY 121 and
U.S. 641, from agriculture and R9 to R5
and B2 (bu.siness with some
restrictions).
The commission Tuesday night
approved an amendment to Tucker's
existing plat, to allow for a road on a
portion of the tract.
The commission also set a Nov. 8
public hearing on a question of rezoning
a portion of Robinson Subdivision which
lies on Kirkwood off Glendale to allow
for duplexes. Zea said the question will •
affect about eight lots in the
Increases, subdivision.
The-hrliig will be c2Widucted in much
_the_ fame way is riat with`opening'-__,
statetnents from both sides, witness s,
and cross examination, plus the
commission will record or use a court
stenographer to transcribe the entire
proceeding,' according to Steve. Zea,
city planner.
Also, all owners of property affected
by the proposal are required to be
notified of the hearing. •
Zea said a conservative cost figure
for another 12th Street rehearing will be
8350-$400, including certified notices, a
stenographer, advertising and- sign
making costs.
"We still have the question of some
lots, other rezoning considerations and




Of Survival After Vote
WASHINGTON IAP) — Saturday
mail deliveries and small post offices
stand a better chance of survival
following action by a House committee
to prevent their elimination.
The House Post Office Committee,
voting Tuesday to reorganize the Postal
Service, included guarantees that
Saturday mail deliveries and rural post
offices won't be done away with to save
money. '
The legislation says these services
must be continued and authorizes
approximately $2 billion for them and
other postal operations. The Postal-
Service received about $1.5 billion in -
the fiscal year that ended Sept. 30:
• The 19-4 vote sent the legislation to
the full House, which may not get to the
bill in this session.
The Postal Service has said
'eliminating Saturday deliveries would
save 8412 million a year.
And the service, following a year's
moratorium, is once more gradually
closing small, uneconomical facilities.
Rep. Charles H. Wilson, D-Calif.,
says Saturday deliveries are important
to many Americans. Country post
offices, he says, are a part of small
town life
Wilsorr is a cosponsor of the Postal
Service reorganization bill.
"The posts, Office in a lot of
communities — even though it may not
be profitable — serves as a meeting
place," Wilson said in a telephone
interview Tuesday.
"The post office is not supposed to be
a break-even project. People
throughout the country should be
entitled to the same type of service.
"It's as important as Amtrak or
public television, which the President is
willing to dump billions of dollars into.
This affects people in all walks of life."
The Postal Service says it has taken
steps to keep a town's identity intact
after a post office is closed. That move
means small town residents could still
receive mail addressed to • their
commainities and towns could keep
their listings in the Directory of Post
Offices.
The reorganization bill would also
return to the President the power to
appoint the postmaster general and
allow congressional vetoes of rate
inside today 
Two Sections —26 Pages
- ..Jo Cdeets, wife of Murray State university President
Constantine Curris, will put her own distinctive mark on
the traditional Open House at Oakhurst following the
football game Saturday. Mrs. Curris is coordinating a
menu for the gathering that Cooking Corner writer Ann
.Uddberg calls "easy to eat, finger variety." Read_what
Mrs. Curris has planned in today's issue, Page 1-B.
sunny and mild
Mostly swmy and mild today,
high in the mid to upper 60s.
Clear tonight, low in the mid 40s.
Sunny and a little warmer
Thursday. high in the low to mid
70s.•
'Friday through Sunday:
Chance of showers about Sunday.
Highs generally in the 60s, lows






Deaths & Funerals... 14-A
Horoscope  2-A,
Inside Report  5-A
Let's Stay Well  4-B
Local Scene 2-A, 3-A
Opinion Page 5-A
Sports 8-A, 91A, 10-A, 11-A
off whiet was 4eteaten on a 74 veil ---litedy dealing with the recovery at bigh-
ot the ceuireil,--eautained_a4usididua---eriality . protein from. _ 
Which Said: _Slaughtered animals.
-Whereas, action by the Common-- Funded by the Fats and Proteins
Council, City of Murray, on September- Research Foundation of Des Plaines,
8, 1977, by a nine to three vote not to Ill., the research arm of the meat
interfere with the closing of North.15th processing industry, the &tudy also will
Street from Olive Boulevard to attack a major problem in water
Chestnut Street has indicated to
Department of Transportation officials
and the Governor ..of the State of
Kentucky, that this governing body has
no support for the wishes and needs of
the people and furthermore that this
action has greatly hampered Mayor
Scott in his efforts to have the street
reopened; and. furthermore as long as
said resolution is in effect State officials
will still feel the City governing body
does not back the Mayor nor the wishes
and needs of the people therefore, it is'
the desire of this body to rescind action'
taken on September 8, 1977, in adopting'
pollution, according to Dr. Vaughn
Vandergrift; an assistant professor of
chemistry at the university and who
will direct the research.
Most meat processing plants now
reclaim a portion of blood protein by
retrieving the cellular material and
fibrin-formed in clotting," Vandergrift
said. "This reclaimed protein then is
used as an ingredient in animal feed
supplements.
. "Much of the remaining protein in the
--bleed, which is known as serum protein,
' then discarded - through
wastewaters," he went on, "resulting in
a relatively large amount of useable
pr_otein being lost."
tit -addition, -the Murray scientist
.pointed out that the serum protein. once
It enters the sewage system, also
causes an increase in the rate of water
pollution "because the things that
unponvormalli y pollute water feed so rapidly
The purpose of the Murray study, he
emphasized, will be to determine the
most feasible methods-of removing the
serum protein from the blood before it
is discharged into the wastewaters.
A native of New Jersey, Vandergrift
has been at Murray State for 18 months,
coming to the campus from a teaching
position at Illinois State University at.
Normal._ THe will be assisted in the
-protein study by- two graduate
assistants: Robert Evans, Calvert City,
and Andy Ratterman of St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. Delbert Doty, adjunct professor of
agricultural chemistry; is a consultant
for the project.
'Law Of Love' Must Underline
Law-Making Process, Hays,Says
• By M. C. GARROTT
The making of laws on high standards
at all levels of government is not
possible without acknowledgment of
"the law of love," former Arkansas
Congressman Brooks Hays told a large
audience Tuesday-night during a public
lecture at Murray State University.
"In the quest for justice, which I
insist is another word for love, we are
so concerned about the rights of our
fellowman that We build the structure
of the court system on 1,he basis of
achieving that," he said, "but 'thelffw;
the law of Jove or whatever term you
use must underline all of the processes
of law-making.
'If we are to attain at the
international level our hopes for a good,
democratic and just society, this 'law of
love' must be the foundation."
Hays, who served eight consecutive
terms in Congress before being
defeated in 1958 in a bid for re-election
from his Arkansas district during the
desegregation crisis in that state, is
spending five days on the Murray State
campus lecturing to history and
political science claSses and visiting
with students.
His stay is being 'sponsored by the
Ford Foundation and the Campus
Fellows Program, a program which he
helped found and which is cdnducted by
former members of the U. S. House of
Representatives.
The Murray State campus is one of
five for which he.was selected to visit:
The others are William and Mary,
Hamilton College, Dartmouth and
Vanderbilt, which • is holding a
At another point in his hour-long
remarks, Hays, now 79 years of age,
said that in time changes could be made
in America's two-party political system
so it will function more acceptably,
although it is better than the "one-party
system of the Communists or the multi-
party systems in France and Italy."
Recalling the political structure of his
own state, he said it wasn't many years
ago when no one would seriously
challenge a Democratic candidate in
Arkansas, and it wasn't many years
V.
ago that the Democratic Party had a
grip on all the Southern states.
"But that has changed," he said,
"and it has left us with a rather ragged
situation."
"Too many people say today, 'Well,
I'm gonna be Democratic at-the local
and state level and I'll be Republican at
the national level.' Or they'll .ay, '1'11
just be independent. I'm not going to
make a choice.'
See HAYS
Page 14-A. Column 5
40"
VISITING LECTURER — Former Congressman Brook 4 Hays Ark) visits
with a group of Murray State University political science students during a
five-day stay on the campus as a visiting lecturer. Hays'served eight terms
in Congress and two as president as the Southern Baptist Convention, and
• is well known for his rgle as mediator during the Little Roik desegregation
crisis in 1957. The students left to right, are: Mike Loveridge, Murray- Tam-
combined„.._k_rogrAin 7.!th _ma,Maaa,,Seotori4sU Nordmart, Princeton. and Pat Crawford 4,441Cf4V-
a
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Rebecca Hogancamp Now
At College At Blytheville
By cEcn, H. HOLIFIELD
A poetess, pianist, a church
--soloist and-a water sitter all
4 describe Rebecca Hogan-
camp, sr new counselor at
..blisSissippi County Corn-






• ministration at Murray sate
University and currently
Executive ditactor of. the
Murray 'State University
foundation, Rebecca helps
MCCC students decide which
courses are best for them in
order to prepare for a par-
ticular college major or field
of work they want to enter.
"The variety of students at
MCCC makes the counselors'
work very interesting," she
said. "In addition to those
students.—who haVe just
graduated from high school
we have many like the mother
whose children had finished
college. Now it's my time!'
she told me and she enrolled in
art, music, and business
courses.
"I am amazed at -the one has the ability to unlock
number of students we have words, to comprehend what
who hold two jobs, have one reads, that person should
families and enroll at the do well in college if he is
college. Many who work motivated and is there to
very late at night learn. .
sign up for early "In Development Skills we
morning classes. The stress vocabulary, study skills
determination of --these -and-howlepreparefor a take
students is really admirable. exams. It is highly in-
Then we have others who are dividualized to meet students'
taking courses to improve needs," she explained's-
themselves as they are Rebecca's favorite hobby is
promoted up: the corporate- poetry writing which she said
ladder." . helped her build. self con-
- In addition to academic fidence, particularly as a
counseling, Rebecca and the
other two MCCC counselors,.
Judy Maisey and Myles




"When students come to me
with_.personal problems
encourage them to weigh the
positiviand negative aspects
and have them discover their
own solutions. Ithelpo Meth ki
be able te. talk it out,". -she
said. ' '
Her role at MCCC also in-
cludes that of instructor of
Development Skills classes. "I
call these classes the second
teenager.
"I began writing about my
high school. People accepted" 
whatI had written and I education in her 7- -un-
discovered that my poetry dergraduate work. "I tested
mirrored the feelings of others  the -skills--and techniques-L-
and they cetild see themselfe.f. Wended in 4100 on therrr,u
through my writings and this she smiled. The Scarbrough reunion Stephanie, St. Louis, Mo.,
reinforced my feelings about Rebecca' -bet--viiiicheld On Sunday, October--- Mush -Donna TleatheOlt,--1&:
myself.", master's degree IT°111 Murray  2, at the Ellis Community 'and Mrs. Cecil Like, Mr. and
This ..poem and others she State University *11) - Center with a bountiful lunch Mrs. Brooks Moody, Penny
has -.written was published in Development English and: served at the noer hour. Hugh woody, milt cam Mr.
"Sixth Summer," a Murray Reading and is presently Alexander gave the blessing. aa'Mrs. EVerett
State University publication of working on her specialinsts The highlight of the day was Attherna Perkins, all of
the Writing Workshop which degree. the -reading of two papers Murray.
feelings my senior year in
Miss Rebecca
—Featured
chance.' Some high school
graduates have missed the
English skills: reading,
spelling and vocabulary. If
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY, ocroBF-R 211, 1977
What kind of day will detect error of method or
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given to your birth Sign.
ARIES 611(-1(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
The Arien likes room for
action, new projects, the means
to Improve undesirable
situations. This day promises
the opportunity for all of these.
You should accomplish a great
deaL
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to •Mg_al)
- Without reiftt- It, yea mike,
be a victim of your own fears
and misgivings. Pull yourself
together. This is a day which
calls for clear thinking and
definite action. Delays could
prove costly.
GEMINI 1109C(May 22 try June 21)
Restraint and control of the
emotions needed in discussions.
LiMen to all 'and judge oh:-
jectilrely. Leave out per= _
sonahties and conjecture. Don't
let the "double talk" of others
confuse you.
CANCER
(June 22, to July 23) tio0
Be careful how you invest
both time and money. No
matter how enticing a new
proposition may sound, give it
careful thought You COULD be.
taken in by rosy promises, if not
on guard.
LEO
fJuly 24 to Aug. 23) tr2{4
There will be much contriving
-and' maneuvering for .best
position. Don't be left at the




Aug. 24 to Sept. 22
"s' certain amount of daring
could prove profitable, but don't
let your imagination run out of
bounds. The Virgoan is usually.
foresighted. Mao* be so now!
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -All
- It may be advisable- to
slacken your gait in order to
details overlooked. But don't
_stop dead. Keep working toward"
ultimate objectives.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ine'eltir'
Don't head into com-
plications. Steer a clear course
and focus ambitioris on an at-
tainable plateau Don't strive
for the unreasonable.
,e440SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 23 to Dec. 2l)--.,
Business matters, difficult
long-ranglanning




( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
Competition is still on the
move. Get with it and gear
yourself to the demands which
are appropriate.
g:s4_AQUARIUS"(Jan. 21 to.Feb. 19)
Gains from past good efforts
- indicated, but don't rest on yOur
laurels. There are further gob
to reach, so keep on giving your
best. •• -
PLSCES •
(Feb. -20' to Mar. 20) -
Generous influences on the
whole. . Both artistry and
imagination stimulated. Use
both well and -results will
please.
YOU BORN TODAY ire
imosuallyversalleand, like the
Geminian, COULD seeder
energies but, because you tend
.4p be thorough ( even too
-niettrutous at times), you
seldom drop a project before it
Is completed. You have an
impressionable mind — a good
asset if carefully controlled.
Art, music; antrthe theater
attract you, and you could even
earn a living in any one of these
fields. Birthdate "of: Sir
'Christopher Wren, English
architect; - -John • Dewey,
philosopher; Mickey Mantle,





and is led by outstanding
Kentucky writers.
_ In addition to Dr. Hogan-
camp, Rebecca's family in-
cludes her mother, a home
economist who Was dire-ere-4
the county school luach„..,
program andis now retired,
and- her -brother wit) is eight
years her senior with whorl)
she spent many limuner days
skiing on Kentucky Lake at
Panorama Shores which is
about a 30-minute drive from
Murray.
Two of her favorite people
are her niece, llen, 7, and
nephew, -Eric„ with whom
she shares her love of nature.
-Sbesh 'd most- of
Kentucky wild flowers and has •
taught them to Ellen and Eric.
a
She said she used Ellen and S
she i _
nter







(Over 20 Different Sets To Select From)
Many Specials
Such As.
Donnie & Marie Sing-A-Long
Phonograph $2788





La Leche League of Murray
will begin a new aeries at the
home of Joyce McCoy at 207 S.
15th Street, Murray. These
meetings will be held on the
fourth Tuesday of every
month at 7;30 p.m.
The name La Leche is
Spanish meaning "the milk".
The purpose of La Leche
League is "good mothering
through breastfeeding".
Meetings are _conducted as
Informal discussions.
The topics are: The Ad-
vantages of Breastfeeding to
Mother and Baby, The Art of
Breastfeeding and Over-
coming Difficulties, The Baby
Arrives: they•Family, and the
Breastfed Baby, Nutrition and
Weaning.
All women who are in-
terested in nursing their
babies are invited, as are their
babies. A woman need not be
pregnant or even have a
family to attend. Any person is
welcome to meetings if a
woman and hope someday to
have children or if you are an
Interested grandmother.
The leaders of the Murray
Protein Lift
Give breakfast a protein
lift: while pancakes are still
warm, sprinkle with shredded
Gouda cheese and one or two
slices of cooked bacon. Fold
over. If not 'eaten im-
mediately, he val_
skillet. .
group are available for
telephone counseling td ithy
woman needing assistance in
her efforts to nurse.




candy a year, about 18
pounds per person, according


























Pharrnicift Ron Woilsinsin. oflwacrO
ar 
ca4 ,
Phmacy, congrinutpos McWasors 
on her successful weight loss.
"Since- begin thliing e-NaturSiim Weight, toss -Program two months ago-,i--- have-
_lost 14 lbs., and haven't gained a bit of it back," says•Mrs_ Patsy McWaters,
manager-receptionist for a local doctors office. "When I found myself having
to squeeze into my clothes,. I fait* It was time to do_sornirthing_abaut_my
Might._ My friend had gotten gond  reculte.  with NaturShm, so decided to chtincel choir at First Baptist Loshbaugh, Tulsa, Okla., on Sandy, Tn., Mrs.7Nell Austin • give it a try. From the start, •i wavturprised how easy and enjoyable it Was.
I simply had my two_NatitStirti drinks fniihreakfast_ arit'luoch_and stua
mal, well-balanced meal for dinner."
a.
"Unlike most diets, NaturSlim didn't leave me hungry, .iervous 'or weak. In
fact, since starting the program, I feel better and have more energy than before.
Now, inorder to maintain my weigtit, I simply drink NaturSlim for breakfast,
.and eat ,what I want for lunch and wooer...For someone as busy as- I am, that
kind ef convenience means a' great deal. NaturSlim is a program I can live with
I-recommend-it-to-anyone who really wants to lose weight'._
•
Church, Blytheville, and is the _
director of the primary
choir. She studied piano for 11
years and was soloist at the
First Baptist church in
Williamson, W.V., while she
was teaching intern at
Southern West Virginiii-
Community College. One of
the highlights Of her teaching
there was a publication called
Reflections which included
tioetry and creative writing of
her -students.
Rebecca is a glowing op-
timist who uses poems to show
the beauty in the ugly and
13e-11:6-peoapprectate the
World more. -We think MCCC
and Blytheville will be a better








(1,4 S 5th, Murr_gy 753-1640)
•
•. If you are getting ready for the Orange Bowl ,.
: . or any other trip - travel in style with
• ..,
.

















lf you purehapit eny-Ingtage at LINDSEY'S.from novi until kec. 10,
1977 we will donate $2.110. for each piece to the MURRAY HIGH
1*111 — if the luggage is- for. band member we will double the
donation ti S4. per piece.
the ''History of the Scar- Scarbrough McBride pf Paris, ,
M'nanny" iinereatl by • and Mrs. Darrellister, Mrs. Norma Mitchell and Darn Mitchell,
Scarbrough Smith, Cedar Hill, Mrs. Louise Patterson, Mr.
Tn., and Norrna's daughter, and Mrs. W.T. Patterson and
Lugenia Smith. Paige Paterson, all of New
-W.C:hicDaniel, Big Sandy, Concord. Mr. and Mrs. Max'
Tn., also gave an interesting Oliver, Darlene Oliver,
talk on the family history, lar.iterY, Mr. and Mrs. Kenny;
Billie Loshbaugh was unable °liver, Kim Oliver, Of Benton.
In attend due to a conflict of Mr. and Mrs. I Edward
_17115 Mil
introduced by Mrs. Wendell 17!.., Mises 1311Kro. alieL
Henderson. .
An expression of thanks was
given to Tee Delaney for
bringing the MorrayJedger &
Times issue to the out of town „
guests which published ark
article about the Scarbrough
 history. -
The first Sunday in
Octoberwas designated as the
date for an annual reunion.
Those present were the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Alexander, Miss Karen
Alexander, Terry and Danny
Alexander, Mr. and Mrs.
Kelly Burton, Ted Delaney
and son, Teddie, all of
Murray, Ray Coffe of Kirksey,
Ben Travis' Counce, Cedar




Mr. and Mrs. Earlie Scar-
brough, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Malloy Scarbrough, all of
Murray, Mrs. Norma Scar-
brough Smith, Miss Lugenia
Smith, Miss Linda Smith, all
of Cedar Hill, Tn., Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Todd, Hazel,
Frances Scarbrough Wright,
Dover, Tn., Mr. and Mrs. T.T.
Watson, Janet and Karen
Watson, Buchanan, Tn.
Do not accept substitutes. NaturSlim is not sold by any other brand name.
-




Uncle Jeff'sHolland Drug 
Health & Beauty 
Walgreenty
Aids Dept.
1093.4th St. 1205 Chestnut
CANDLES—PLANTS—COPPER—PLANTS —BRASS—PLANTS—HANGERS-
5
Dr,---and Mrs. Wendell Fa
- flenclerson,,_ Scott and
Ruth Warren Group
Has Regular' 11,110et
The Ruth Warren Group of
the Sinking Springs Baptist
Church met in the home of
Mary Boyd on Tuesday
evening, October 11.
The program was opened
with the reading of the Prayer
Calendar by Judy Smother-
man and Carol Turner.
Gracie Holland was in
charge of the program entitled
"Missions are Contagious."




Ten member9 were present















Dixielaod Shopping Cato', 753-9668
















Eric as "guinea -pigs" while carbrough Reuni on
was tudYnX eleelementaryyY 
Mates. The speakers were_ Scarbrough. B
-
--




Bridal Tea BM In Honor
Miss Falwell On Sunday
' A bridal tea was held in pbaamema were wed,
, honor of Miss Jill Falwell, Approximately forty per-
October 22nd bride-elect of sons called during the af--
„Glen Mathis, on Sunday, ternoen. - -
LOctober 16,--in the” ton* -of
Mrs. Damon Mathis at Methodist WomenDexter.
Hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. Clifton Meet At Church
Edwards, Mrs Hugh Edwards,
Mrs. Larry Orr, and Mrs. Joe
Pat Thweatt.
Greeting the guests in the
receiving line with Miss
Falwell were Mrs. Jerry
Falwell, mother of the bride-
elect, Mrs. Damon Mathis,
biother of the groom-elect,
and Miss Gay Howard, maid
of honor to be. . •
t The honoree was presented
lba orchid Corsage' bY the
boitesies and the mothers
The First United Methodist
Church Women met Teesday,.
October 4, at ten a.m. in the
Hale Chapel with Mrs. Milton
Jones, president, presiding
and the Rev. Dr. James
Fisher giving the opening
prayer.
Mrs. Carl Harrison and Mrs.
Cortex Cortz Byers gave
finance reports-Mr?. Buron
Jeffrey introduced Rev. Bob*
Farless who gave devotion
Were each presented with a_ _and -Program on "Visions of
Corsage of white carnations. Vultures."--
Refreshments of home Mrs. Fisher conducted the
paked cokes, outs, mints, and installation services of all new
punch were served from the officers' The Faith Der" had
tea table covered with-a white moat members present.
Thirty five persons attended.linen cloth and centered with a
The Bessie Tucker Circle
krVelY.Aried Arrangement 0(














Dixieland Shopping C-eriter- • 753-7598
. '
Tetiliert by Oliver will be the
Student Center Auditorium,
MSU, at eight p. m. Admission
free to MSU students with
identification card or $1 for
. nonstudents..
Ladies day golf trophy
. banquet will be held at the
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Celebration Planned
Mr. and Mrs. Artin &an-Hale -
Mr. and Mrs. Arvin Euin Hale of.West Paducah, Route Two,
will be honored with a 50th wedding anniversary reception on
Sunday, Oct. Z1, between the hours of two and four p.m. at Har-
mony Baptist Church, of which they are members, GraheM-
ville, Ky.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Hale were married Oct. 23, 1927 in Paris, Tn.,
with Rev. R.H. Pigue officiating. They were attended by Notie
Cunningham and Bennie Geurin.
Mrs. Hale is the former Voez Carraway, daughter of late
Delon and Beatrice Cooper Carraway. Mr. Hale is the son of
Claude F. Hale and the late Halite Morton Hale.
Theei:MOIe his one son-; Salnes-elifton-Hale, danighter4n4aw
Freddie Mae Hale, and two grandchildren, Teresa Jane Gill
and James Louis Hale. Grahamville.





of First Christian Church wjll
meet at six p. m. Id the church
fellowship hall.
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Haunted House by Kappa
Department of Murray
Woman's Club will be beld
six to àine p. m: at
arman -MtvillimCollege -
Farm Road. Public invited.
Corn pout Planned By Club; Cookout Held At The Park
The Twin Laker* Good Sam
camping Club will have its
monthly campout starting
Friday, October 21, at Piney
Campground in the Land





crafts, walks, etc., are
_planned on Saturday with a
potluck supper at the Graham
campsite Saturday night. The
club will have devotional
worship services on Sunday
morning. All members and
Interested campers are in-
vited „to attend, said the
Grahams.
The club held a wiener roast
at .the Murray-Calloway Park
Thursday, October 20
Haunted House by Kappa
Department, Murray.„
Woman's Club, . will be at
Carman Pavilion, College
Farm Road, from six to 9:38
pin: Public is Melted.
_Hazel Woman's CIO will
nieet at Hazel Community
Center et steed pan.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's-Club H011.0.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club,ivill hbve an
infermal breakfast at 9:30
a.m. with program by Murray
Middle School chorus.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastem.Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Women of the
Moose will 'Mega-el& p.m,
at the lodge hall. 
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet.at
Ellis Center at eight p.m
A philosophy colloquim on
tha,topic of "Mind!! will begin
at 3:30 p.m. in Room 500 of
Faculty Hall, MSU. Admission
is free and the public is in-
vited.-
Thursday, October 20
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens- with a potluck
lunch at noon. William
Phillips, attorney, will speak
at one p.m.
Friday, October 21
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground in Land
Between the Lakes. A potluck
supper will be served
Saturday night with Jimmy
and Sharon Graham as
wagonrnasters.
Old South Jubilee Fiddlers
contest will be at South
Marshall Junior High School.
sponsored by Hardin and
South Marshall Senior
Citizens, with doors to open at
5%30 p.m. *
In medieval times, a EuropP
on count pledged his beard
to a banker as .a guaranrrt -
of repayment of a loan
in Murray on Tuesday, Oc-
tober 11, at 6:30 p.M. with Ned
and Beth Wilson, president
and secretary respectively of
the club.
Attending - were "DOI " anire
Even Jones, John Bowker,
J.B. and Jo Buckets, Jimmy,
Marilyn, Gina, and Cheryl
Herndon, Chadie, Gayle, and
Melissa Adams, Andy, Linda,
Lori, and Greg Rogers, Jack
and Betty Wager, Mickey Hill,
Elaine Eversmeyer, Fred and
Martha Butterworth, Wilson
p4 ..Lee Christenberzy, E-C•-•-4
-and ()kph& 'GRigan, Prentice
and Modell Holland, Nix and
litatgery Crawford, Jimmy,
Sharon, and Ginger Graham.
and Ned and Beth Wilson.
Overt help
Place baking pans in tf*
-center of the oven to pemat
free circulation of air and hold
on all sides and top and
torn. When putting twcror more
,paas-in-ehe even-et the-same
time, stagger them on differ-
ent shelves, so that one is not
directly above the other. There
should be at least one inch be-
tween two pans on the same
shelf: otherwise the trapped
beat will cause a "hot spot."
Home & Hearth, Health Foods
NATUAAL VrfAM.14 & 061.01•PAAL 111,LIPIPLSMEN1•
'LONE OAK PLAZA
HWY. 48 1101..171,4
PADUCA. 4̂. KT •
Orlit• • MON - To.4.4 10 To 41





THE TRI-STATES LARGEST DIAMOND MERCH-ANT
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Prices
• Good
Thurs., Oct. 20 thru
Wed. Oct. 26
Glad 30 Gal. Size
Low Overhead
Means Lower Prices
...AND THAT. YOUR FOOD BUDGETS WILL LOVE! Kellogg's
4"Corn °'For I$1 are00 tss:SoapBath Size
Pride of Illinois
Save 48' 
Gold Cream Style Only 
With Our Coupon 0 Bars 99 _tzar. Save 10°
Save 27!
en 




















Save 30` With Coupon Below
• • • 9 • •  •
FREE $100.00 BILL
Given Away Each Week
-Registerrlich tine-you
are in the store for the
_ $100 given away eeck week
This Week's Doroihy Sykes
Winner: Puryear, Ten.
•NothMg to Buy *No Cards To Punch wAll Tow Dols.
Register Each Time You Art In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
•Frflplu et-- of Parkers and their Farndies not eligible to wtn..Adults
-okrna register .You dn not have to be present to win
















Big Rolls - Save 14°59 
ciiI
Garden Delight
Frontal' Coeliac Aac. • • liwaL Lb. Bdg ‘1/14 oz. Bag
Save 36'
litirton-Chicken, Turkey, Beef























Off 1 Lk. Can
Offer Expires 19-2f-77









WASHINGTON-The increasingly influence, as a result of his
-bitter conflict between the oil industry inspirational tank-4to the Republican
and the Carter administration reached governors' ,ocinference in Bretton
a dramatic climax behind closed doors Woods, N.H.
when Secretary of Energy James Speaking to the governors Oct. 11,_
Schlesinger delivered what the oilmen _ Connally marred an otherwise flawless
consider an ultimatum. performance by saying two things
With President Carter's pnergy Unacceptable to Thompson and Loeb;
program being shredded in the Senate, that he was a "free-trader" and that
_SChlklinger sgsiniossek .84._ oil goverjuirs_-- --and- - gubernatorial
industry's Washington candidates need not take a position on
-- 1ó--'5 tell them this the Panama Canal treaties,
support upetthe crude oil wellhead-or Thompson, a right-wing conservative 
Looking Backequarliaation-tax, or suffer severe who is a committed protectionist Ind
nces. 'The nation's oil barons Implacable opponent of the canal 
have spent two weeks since then trying treaties, was both angry and hurt. Both_
to figure out what to do. - he and Loeb, though- -all-out Ronald -
While the administndion -contenthr Reagan backers in the 1976 Near-- --- 1.0 Years Ago ---
that no ultimatum was issued, nobody Hanipshire primary, have been touting - Jame i McKeel and Robert Hopkins of
denies pressure was applied. "It's Connally as their possible 1980 Murray have been awarded graduate
hardball time in the energy program," presidential choice if Reagan does not assistantships in psychology at Murray
lieutenant -tad us. - nth. State University. Shawn . Duey of
This while Mr. Carter -launches his The evening before he spoke, Murray has been awarded a physics
"bliti" to mobilize: public support,- Connally was specifically warned to research grant.. ---
featuring. his attack on "the biggest rip- _watch his words. But perhaps overly, John E. Outland, Jr., end Ronald T.
off' during "Thiraday's press - •enthuied by repeated ovations he won- • Edwards have enlisted In the US.
conference, his men are putting - a from his Republican audience, he ArMy under-id@ Buddy Basic Training
strong arm directly on big oil: • - ignored the advice. The error will hurt
him among conservative Republicans
here if he enters the 1980 presidential
primary.
JORDAN'S CABINET FRIENDS Mental Health and Retardation CenterRelations between the White House at Mayfield on October 20.staff and the cabinet took another Gladys Etherton, Eula- Mae Doherty,downward step when top presidEntial
and Sandra Thompson had high
Schlesinger's office in the White House. aide Hamilton Jordan let it be known individual scores for three games with
An exceedingly tense session that-with two exceptions-he does not
followed. Schlesinger-made clear that if think much of President Carter's
That became clear when two top
officials of the American Pettoleum
Institute-Frank ,Tkard, a _ former
Democratic Congressman from Texas,
and Charles DiBona, a top energy
official in . the Nixon
administration-were called to
pretence of construction. Then to cover
up this they decided to close this portion
,• of tht street permanently. To cover up
,• this they did close the street
- permanently without due process of
law, which is illegal. They then used
. some members of the Murray City
- Council to cover up this. The last straw
was when on Thursday Night,
September 8th, they stripped the Mayor
of any retaliatory, action by
withdrawing any funds to be used to
answer the temporary restraining
order issued against the Mayor and the
people of the City of Murray. -I feellhat
it•is in the best interest of the people of
this city, for the City of Murray to
challenge the legality of all these
' mistakes and I 'feel like that for some of
1!..; the City Council Members to permit
* themselves to be pressured by the
University into being a part of this is
very unbecoming to an elected official.
It is veryevident tome, that, lately, the
City douneil has gone along with every
wish of the University and has not
' considered the rights nor the wishes of
the people of this city.
I am a 1964 alumnus of the University
' additional paragraph-en Glendale
• - Road, with the citizens of Murray.
I feel like that I am compelled to-
' *rite this letter to the Common Council
, of the City of Murray, wishing to call
their attention to some facts pertaining
to the conduct and decision-making
activities of the Council over the past
several months.
It seems like that the State Officials
and dr Murray State University
Officials, first
' 
made a big mistake by
1. building a building approximately 12
feet out in the right-of-way of a through-
fair of the City of Murray, which later
the President of the University
: admitted the building was well under
' construction before he even knew it was
out in the street.
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Inside Report 111,1 1(111s 1.11111 ails and Halwet Nalaik
It
Capt. (Rat.) "Gaylord Forrest of
Migray will be master of ceremonies at
•
gotten the President in the trouble he is
today," one distraught assistant
secretary told us.
Jordan's comments pinpointed the
two cabinet members closest to the
White House stiff-particularly
Andrus, The fdriner governor of Idaho
coordinates, everything with Jordan,
which may explain his unexpected
victories _on. :_toiies....espikonmental
enforcement opposed by Secretary of
Energy Schlesinger.
the ground breaking ceremonies for the
handicap in bowling in the Magic Trt
 League last week-
 the trude_oil equarzation tax *--uabinet------- • ___
pass, the industry can count on lots Jordan's remarks came in a private
White House session with top assistants
of Senators. Only two cabinet
members, to said, are worth
much-Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus
and Agriculture Secretary Bob.
Bergland.
If Andrus and Bergland are the best,
one Senate aide asked, who are this
worst? A smiling Jordan quickly
replied-he could not single -anybody
out because one is about as bad as the
another.
The Senate aides were surprised that
the President's right hand man had
praised two relatively minor cabinet
"wrnore regulation and -much lower
prices-permanently. •- 
Shaken, Ikard and Mona returned
to API headquarters and translated
Schlesinger's comments into a threat to
back the tax-or else Chief executive
officers of the nation's big oil
corporations immediately flew into
Washington to debate new. strategy.
Their inclination has been to seek a
compromise on the oil tax rather than
• fight it out with the administration. But
the industry's friends in-Congress want
big oil to stand firm,, feeling the
President and his energy program are
on the run. members while implicitly undermining.
CONNALLY'S BOOBOO -------top PolicYtnakeni nntionai sneuritY-__
Foymer Texas_ GAY.- eireforrik affairs The liaise for
Connally, .the democrat-turned- Bergland, under heavy fire from
 -Republican- novreyeinrirpoMible-MSO lermerkieas astonishinu
-Priiident I-had-Valiantly
infuriated host Gov. Meldrim
Thompscin and publisher William Loeb,
the state's most powerful political
-4-




spread to the cabinet departments,
where there was Instant outrage. "This
is the kind of amateurish staff that has•
Dear Editor:
Following is a letter from Howard the 
College to run the City Hall. Up to
Brandon which was incorporated in the this Ph* has been 
cnomPlete give-
Murray City Council minutes at the last for compromise. I hope, before it is too
regular meeting pi the council. ,I would -late, that the City Council-will do their-
like to share the letter, with an- duty and re-instate the funds to the
Mayoriti do what seems necessary for
the protection and betterment of the
Citizens of this city, I am strongly
against college influence in our City
Government.
Also, I feel the Glendale Road project
is a mistake to the City Governing'
Body. Why should we settle for less
than the best, when the State is going to
pay for it and when the best costs very,
very little more than the two lanes with
a center collector. Why is it that 7 or 8
people, who own property along
Glendale Road can change the City
Council into the kind of road that they
want, when not one of them is giving
one inch of land for the right-of-way.
Yet, it seems. that their wishes were
very much heeded. On the other hand, I
am giving almost an acre and no one
In order to,cOver up this .mistate, has bothered to ask me if this new
they _barricaded the street tinder the proposal would suit me. I madejt clear
on September 8th, at the City Council
meeting that any deviation from .a 48
foot street Would have to be
renegotiated with me for the right-of-
way. Knowing this, a two weeks delay
was granted and then another 2 weeks
delay, this giving these people time to
go to Frankfort and lobby against this
road, still dis-regarding an elected
official to be lead by a minority with
total disregard for the other 15,1100
people in the City. Can we afford to
elect a mayor of this city who has voted
against this road? _
I hope this letter will open the eyes of
some people and inform rtuuty of the
voting public some of what is being
done, by the City Council.
A special feeling goes to the people on
Chestnut Street, whose businesses have
been affected by the closing of Chestnut
Street. In my opinion, it will be closed
all winter. I know this will work a
financial hardship Cm these people,
possibly even closing some businesses.
I feel like that if the City Council had
. gone along and helped the Mayor and
- given him the backing he needed, all,
these problems concerning 15th St. anO
and wish the University the best, Chestnut would not have happened.
however, I do not 'Irish to 'have the You sbo,r 
U:11.V'retty 4411A44$1,4Sir to members of the Howard Brafidon
Counc41. Wholesome for 701 S. 12th, Murray, Ky.
a •










(A Column for Reader* Who alapial Thal to




_ REP-  _GEORGE MILLER tcauf-1 nesvi ga any social legislation that is
Nancy Hodges Abazoris, daughter of worth a darn without the active"...While we await President Carter's
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Hodges of . expcted proposal for a nativalhealth participation of the President. And this
.20116g70;-lias been named head of the plan Ms imperative that we. raid all the fi„,e we're _going_ to get that
Woninsi- tiv-7-Department of available-information -narticrinfelt"- --
Commercial Appe,al, Memphis, Tn. subject I direct attention of my -(Carter) has promised to submit a
colleagues to this article on the current proposal to Congress by early next_ 
status of a national health care year, and according to Department of
Health, Education and Welfare officials
working feverishly to develope options _
- for him to consider, the target is slot
(By Paul E. Steiger) closer to-January than May.
Washington - By next year, At the same time, Carter has set up
according to projections by the' -• an Advisory Committee on National
Congressional Budget Office, 18 million Health Insurance Issues composed of
persons, or 8 percent of the population, physicians, hospital officials, insurance
still will have no coverage at all under specialtists and others to obtain
private or government programs. testimony and cull research Onflailother 74 million, or 34 percent, will advantages and disadvantages, of,
have coverage that is inadequate for vaiiiitta types of plans. 
some significant contingener; -major The committees has held hearhill In




• Pat Bobby J. Smith, son of Mr, and
Mrs Kermit Smith, recently completed
a five weeks track vehicle maintenance
course at Fort Hood, Texas.
Dr.' Hugh McElrath spoke on the
_ "History of Murr_ay" at the meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club, He .was
introduced by Prentice-Lassiter.
.MorTv_Star Chapter No. 483 Order of
Eastern Star will observe it. 21st
anniversary with a potluck dinner on
Intaber21.-
Dantiy -Darn-ell, Shirley 
Wilkerson,.
Bobby Hall, ,Gerald Rule, Gela
Edwards, Jean Parker, Phillip Rogers,
Billy Blakley, Dorothy Parker, Phyllis
Adams, „ Lillie Smith, and Leona
Lawrence are members of the cast of
the play, "We.Dude IL". to tr-presented
by _ the, senior class _of. Kirksey_High
*School on October 22.
Biftlis reported include &bey, James
Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. James A.
Dixon on October 8.
30 Years Ago
, The Murray State College Alumni
Association has taken in more than one
hundred graduates as members since
October 10•, according- to W.B.--Moser,
1926 graduate and chairmam of the
membership committee. •
The Alino Boy Scout Troop 60 with
Tam Galloway as Scoutmaster, held a
Court of Honor on October 16 at Almo
School with over 325 persons present
'A.B. Austin' of Murray presented the
awards.
The Rev. J.H. Thurman is serving as
pastor of the Spring Creek Baptist
Church.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds
again turned on a third quarter spurt to
come from behind and win over
Memphis State 14 to 7 in a football game
here. Bob Sanders and Tommy Walker
went over for the Murray scores.
Mrs. Keith Kelley, Mrs. Marvin
Fulton, Mrs. T.C. Doran, and Miss
Rachel Rowland presented the
program on "Kitchen Kettle" at the
meeting of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this-page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum .for the free
exchange of differing oRinions.
We at The Murray .Ledger di
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editortal
philosophy of this newspaper-would--
be a disservfce to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who dp not agree with an editoual
stand or the ideas presented by al-
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discliased on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,"
we welcome a letter to the editor or




• ITSTIME MAY BE HERE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior::
citizens-. Its purpose Is to answer
questions and solve problems-fast. if
lin have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton, St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must'
include a stamped, self-addressed
("metope. The most useful replies wilt
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE : I am 64 years old ant
have driven cars most of my life. One or
my major expenses has always bet*
the replacement of tires. Do you hayt:
any advice about how I can make mit
tires last longer? - P.R.
A. The care of your tires is one of the:.
most important things you can do for_
your car. Properli balanced and,
inflated tires are not only safer, but.
your gas mileage will be much better,
The following tips will help in
improving the performance of your.
tires.
-Have your tires rotated every 5,00
miles. This will even the wear of the
treads. -
-Make sure that your tires are
always properly inflated.
-Avoid quick starts and stops. They-
cause heat ,build-up and smear the:
tread across the-road.
-Do not drixe fast arsaind curves. '
-Check regularly to see that your
valve paps are securely fastened.
_ ihould never mix different,
types of-tires on the same axle.
-If you are storing tires, store them
in -a cool, dry, sunless location. Also;"
stack them; do not hang or stand on:
end.
HEARTLINE: I hope you can settle
the following question for a friend ot
mine and her husband. My Mend's
husband takes the positron Thitt-fielit7---
-doing her a favor by allowing her tiC
draw on his Social Security, as she ha(
never worked- under the-system. He -
contends that if he were single or
widowed, he would receive the total,
sum of whet both of their checks will
amount to. Is he right, or is he only,
entitled to the portion he;
- 'A, While your, friends are married,
the wife is entitled to wife's benefits on
her husband's work record. At age 62
she is entitled to 75 per cent of one-half
her husband's unreduced benefits. If -
she should become divorced, she would-'
be entitled to the same benefits, if they
were married for-20 years or more.
In the case of her husbanddying, she
would be entitled to widow's benefitaw,...,
which at age 62, she would get 112.S.,.: •
perceM-of her husband's benefit.-
' h°1(1 an°ther elle 8°°"ain 8" "Ism"' She is the one entitled to vete' - -President Cartier has proclaimed sessio s elsewh re in the country wip .
' benefits or widow'a beneffts. He cannak.firm support 'for a- -"comprehensive" ,. fonow. .
receive her benefits, only his own. - , x national health irrsuranceprogriun. . ++++ HEARTLINE.i I was at- -, in.- -
--
"Teddy Rosseveft was right," said ' CRUMP'S GRASS neighbor's gouge recently and I saw•-:- _Max W. Fine, executive director of the wuvre onamLimmpr.
,Committee for National Health ''''''Taxpa''''yer=can hope that any Health 
some 
hifermeheh he hh-d- -leehl the:7 -----Insurance,- a lobbying group financed , Plan will have safeguards to curb the 
National *Astociatiai of Older,
by alifour major tabor tn gauLatiatia. . - Americans. I-had-net-heard appalling amount of fraud assoc ,
--
the AFL-CIO, the Teamsteri, the UAW, _ - -c group and he really didn't know much.:-the mew ade nd edicare
and the United Mine Workers. 'The - -a- - ' ''  • ----------- ----  - - i- .------ -Can yeti give me any infoesnation &boa -
-Proftiolno•White House is the bully pulpit. You - . e-.- I.- 10-CS.
Business Mirror By John Cunniff
Perfection Has
Big Price Tag
NEW YORK (AP) - lp its noble
quest for perfection himitdical care,
environment, technology • and -even
equality - is Mt:erica insuring its
future mediocrity?
The vote to date, of Zourserislliat, no;
it isn't. But the possibility is often-
suggested, and sometiniies, angrily,
especially by business executives. At
issue aren't the goals, they say, but the
way in which we seek them.
Edgar B. Speer, U.S, Steel *Cory.
chairman, maintains the company is in
100 per cent agreement, with
environmental goals. In the same
breath he says the administration of
environmental laws is costing many
thousands of jobs.
Alan Miller, president of American
Medicorp, Inc., which operate; 54
private hospitals, argues that the
Carter administration effort to limit
hospitals to a 9 per cent_ increase in
insurance reimbursements will hurt the
most efficient institutions.
The efficient ones, he points out,
already have striven to hold down
costs. The inefficient ones, in contrast,
have lots of fat to cut away before
reaching the bone.
Executives of automotive and other
companies maintain that our apparent
desire to produce the safest products in
the shortest time is adding inexorably
to inflation.
Officials of savings and loan
associations and other lenders argue
that the insistence of government
officials and civic groups that they
invest in blighted inner city areas is
endangering their depositors' money.
The general theme of the complaints
is that perfection carries a big price
tag, • channeling money into
nonproductive areas. raising prices,
cutting into job-producing investments
in new facilities_
Speer argues that it is economic
suicide for steel companies to spen'd on
older plants to meet clean air and war
requirements. Not, he says, when those
plants are rapidly becoming obsolete
technologically.
•
If the same money were invested in
_ new facilities, he said, the company
would be able to triple "-the
environmental effectiveness of its
dollars. And the country, not just
incidentally, would have more jobs and
a more competitive industry.
"There is, no way we can justify
making expenditures on these facilities
in order to bring them tinder
compliance," he said. Wouldn't it be
better, he asked, if such plants, whose
life span is limited, be relieved of some
requiremints? .
"What whuld be the consequence if
we required all automobile owners to
bring their existing vehicles up to
current environmental standards?"
-asked an associate. The implication
was that millions would howl in one
chorus.
Bible Thought
Then saith he unto his diselpfes,
The liar. est truly is plenteous, but
the laborers are few. Matthew 9:37.
Jesus Christ always has something
productive for us to do.
Miiiray Ledger & Times
Publisher  . 10aft5r L. AiSperson
Editor . R. Gene McCutcheon
The Mw-ray Ledger k Times Is published
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A. The National Association of Older.
Americans (NOA ) is a group designecK-
ir
to aid older Americans regarding:,
problems or questions they may have.
The NAOA publishes a monthly.,
newsletter and offers n prescriptioni-
drug plan that gives substantial savingsez --
on its members' drug bills.
.Fora free btochure explaining thir„
NAOA in detain, write "Headline..?
NAOA," 114 E. Dayton St., West.'
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please enclose!'
a long, self-addressed, stamped'
envelope with your request.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 19, the
292nd day of 1977. There are 73 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1781, the
Revolutionary War neared its end as
the British surrendered at Yorktown,
Va.
On this date:
In 1735, the second American
president, John Adams, was born in
Braintree, Mass.
In 1812, French forces under
Napoleon Bonaparte began their
retreat from Moscow.
In 1912, Bulgaria s began the siege of
the Turkish city of Adrianople in the
Balkan wars.
In 1942, in World War II, American
planes bombed Japanese troops and;-
supply concentrations on Guadalcanal. .
In 1954, Britain and Egypt agreed to a;'.
withdrawal of British troops from the
Suez Canal zone.
In 1960, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
and 52 other blacks were arrested':
during a sitdovrn demonstration in a -
department store in Atlanta.
Ten years ago: Students and police:
had a bloody battle on the campus of
New York's Brooklyn college . as
students demonstrated against the ,
appearance of two Navy recruiters.
Five years ago: German novelist
Heinrich Boll was awarded the Nobel
Prize for literature.
One year ago: A triple veto in the
United Nations Security Council by _
Britafri, France and the United States
blocked a resolution that would have
embargoed arms shipments to South
Africa.
Thought for today: If out *titration •
should perish, it will come about in part
because it was not good enough to
'survive -- wriAgrIte_wisMumford._
F ARREll DAY-14( hard W. "Doc" Farrell is pictured ac-
.: tooting a proclamation from kiurrav. Mayor John Id Scott
(leftl citifir.irreff's contributions to the city -of Murray and
ssurray-State tfrriversits. Richard Farrell Aft in kiurrav
_ 211.gi1 proclamation cites Farrell for hcfrdication-
daring the Ras' 32 scars in educating the young people of
!nil' (Wintry
Murray Mayor John Ed
Scutt has proclaimed Oct. 28
RichIrd W. Farrell Day in the
city,. in • honor of the retired
chairman of MigraL State
  University :Music Depart7
ment.
According to the




nounced the Annual Fall Tour
will be Saturday, Oct. 22.
All 49 seats were subscribed
on the charter bus, and a few
cheeks swill -haste - be--
returned for lack of room,
Mrs. Beaman, of Paducah,
stated.
• This 20th Annual trek will be
led as usual, by Dr. and Mrs.
Hunter Hancock, of Murray.
Highlights include some two,
• hours viewing thesights 'or*
historic Russellville with two'
special guides, Al Smith,
• newspaper publisher and
Granville White— Clark, at-
torney. Lunch will be served
at Shakertown of South Union.
The afternoon will be spent at
. the Kentucky Museum in
Bowling Green and -a banquet
at 6 p.m. will be-in the-storied
Baker Hill ante bellum




of Benton reminds all,
members that the following'
pickup schedule will be ob-
served: leave Paducah
Greyhound Station at 6:30
— a.m.; leave Mayfield Bus
Station at LID a.m.; and leave
Murray Bus Station at 7:50
a.m. Station stops will be
reversed for the return
Saturday night.
proclamation, Farrell served
as chairman of MSU's Music
Department "for 20 years
'through its greatest period of
growth."
Theirodzitn—iffolf robuit3 'Out
that "Doc" Farrell "has
served the city and Murray
State University with
distinction, dedication and
love to the extent that he was
selected asth_g Distinguished
Professor of Murray State
University in 1976."
"Richard W. Farrell has
served the youth of our







. The third annual Old South
Jubilee Fiddlers contest will
-be held Friday, October 21 at
the South Marshall Junior
High School, sponsored by the
Hardin and South Marshall
Senior Citizens.
Doors will open at 5:30 p.m.
with admission to be one
dollar for adults and fifty cent
for children. Concession
stands will be open. Arts and
- crafts display space will be--
free but each on is to bring
own tables for display.
Fiddlers contest prizes to be
given will be as follows: Best
band S.50: best two oiece band
$10; best male vocalist; $5;
best female vocalist $5; best
banjo player $5; best guitar
player $5; best fiddler $5; best
drummer, $5 ; best duet $10.
The public is urged to attend
this special occasion and to
help in the fund raising events
for the Hardin and South







In the May Primary my opponent pointed out his ex-
pertise in management of business operations, con-
struction of roadways and streets, repairs and general
maintenance of streets, among others.
He has publicly stated any number of times that he is
responsible for the city operating in the black and will
not permit deficit spending by any department. With
his expertise in streets and fiscal responsibility how
did the city street department manage to overspend
it's budget by a substantial amount? Probably $20,000
to $30,000 by the year end!
• This deficit spending was brought to the attention of
the council by the Mayor during the regular meeting on
Oct. 13, 1977. The mayor proposed a change in depart-
ment management in an effort to correct the problem.
The council deferred action at the time with a decision
to be made later.




More Issues To Follow
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CELLO CLINIC—Phyllis Young, professor of music at
the UlliV 'et;sitY of Texas in Austin, instructs pubTic school
string teachers in cello pedagogy and classroom
teaching in conjunction with the 30th arindat Quad-
State String Festival held recently at Murray State
Univeniti. Mrs. Young, director of the UnNersity of
Texas String Project, is currently president-elect of the




' Jim Feltner, principal of
North Calloway ffailan ary-
- School haa released the home
roll for the first six weeks as
follows: --
Sixth — Jeff Harris,
Mylinda Mitchell, Steve
French, Paul Williams, and
Renee Butler. --






McCallon, Trisha —Clark, Julie
Gargus, Kevin Hopkins,
Rachel Lamb, Robert Crick,
and Michael Bell.





The honor roll for Southwest • Seventh—Carl Anderson,
Calloway Eleteetiteti"School-=-Danna-Cala,—trine Cathrair,
for die first six weeks has been Karen Dowdy, Kenneth
released by Kay caftan, Futrell, Mark Hutson, Rodney
principal, as lAwreuce. and Near RaY.
.._Gyeg %nen, jeff! Eightli;•••Karen-- Carroway,
Dowdy, Andy Jobs,. ‘Denpig Kevin Cole, Tad Dowdy, Lynn
'Jones, Vonda Murdock. Hilly idredge, Mimi-Pa, Mark
Ramps, Jennifer Rice, Janee Jackson, Erin. O'Brien,.
Sims, Leland Steely, Eddie Darrell Overby, Brad Miller, _
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One Play Beats North Calloway,
East And Southwest Drop Contests
While Murray Middle was
taking a 14-6 win over
Mayfield Tuesday evening,
the three county junior, highs
did not fare as well.
North Calloway had one
mistake in their game with
North Marshall and that
mistake led to an 8-0, win by
the Jets. East Calloway'
dominated the first half of
play but was hurt by mistakes
as they lost 13-0 at Lone Oak
and Southwest Calloway
dropped a 30-0 home game to
Grove Junior High of Paris.
North Marshall 6
North Calloway 0
On the very first play of the
game, Bruce Lyles of North
Marshall broke around the
right side and went 73 yards
for a touchdown. .Brent
Adams added the conversion
and for the next 31 minutes,
nobdy scored.
"That first play cost us the
game," North Calloway coach
Steve Payne said
"That seems to be one ef our
_problems we've had all year.
It seems like everyone we play
is able to score on us early,"-
Payne added.
The Jets almost scored
again as late in the first
quarter, they had the ball at-
the Laker three' but fumbled
and Kevin Kernel! recovered
for the Lakers.
The Jets had one good drive
-in the second period but were
held on downs by the Lakers.
On the first play of the
second half, the Lakers
fumbled and the Jets took over
on the Laker 32. But again, the
Laker defense held.
North Calloway mounted
'one drive late in the game.
Russell Usher,- a- sixth grade
quarterback, hit on a 15-yard
pass play to Nicky Kirkland
and the [fakers moved to the
North Marshall 35-yard line.
On the same series, Kirk
Starks hit with Greg Darnell
on a I3-yard play to carry the
Lakers to the 21 of the Jets but
penal U and a couple of
LAKER BAR - Kevin Kernel! (white uniform) is just about ready to pounce on the loose ball
for a fumble recovery deep in Laker territory. Other North Calloway players in the picture in-
clude Craig Darnell- (33) and Steve Young
CLOSING THE GAP - Brent Adams of North Marshall
linebacker Kirk Storks has his arms stretched out and r









Portraits will be delivered with-
in three weeks
gap plugged 041 him as outside
make the hit while Steve Young
losses ended the drive and the
Jets took over and ran out the
clock.
"It was a great game for
us," Payne said.
`yie knew we weren't going
up against a great team. But
with the exception of that one
play, it was a tie. We played
them even after that.
"I was pleased with our
entire defensive team. I Lelt,
everyone on defense gave an
outstanding effort. On offense,
we had two or three first
downs in the last quarter.
"Our punting game really
helped us. In fact,- our all-
around kicking game was
very good," Payne added.
North will close out its
season at 5 p.m. next Tuesday





the first half of play and kept—
knocking on the door of Lone
Oak but could never get the
ball in the endzone. •  
On our second or third
pogRessionof the first quarter,
we, moved inside the Lone Oak
20 but lost the ball on downs.
We stopped them when they
took over and we took the ball
and again began moving it.
"We drove down to their
seven-yard line just before the
end of the half but again, lost
the ball on downs," said East
coach Bill Miller.
It was -a .0-0 game at in-.
terrnission.
Late in the third quarter, the
deadlock was finally broken.
"They had a 55-yard pass
play for a 'fiiiadOwn. The kid
made a super catch and broke
two tackles. We didn't break
down or anything," Miller
said.
The Purple Flash tried for




the game when Randy
Dawson hit Terry Benefiel
with a 40-yard T1) pass. But
the score was called back
because of -a-moticm- penalty. y
_felt if we had scored, it-
might- have changed the
outcome of the game," Miller
said.
Lone Oak's final TD came
with 1:30 left in the contest.
The Lakers keyed inside and
Lone Oak went outside, 40
yards for the score. After.'
being penalized five yards, the-
Oakers moved the ball back
and- kicked the PAT.
"They were an extremely
big club. They had a couple of
guys inside who were about 5-
10 and 180 and.they had a nose
guard who was 6-2 and 40.
They put him in the middle
against us when we had short
yardage situations.
"They were probably the
best team we've played this
season. We moved the ball
pretty well in the first half but
the mistakes really killed us.
We had 14 penalties for 85
yards, lost two fumbles and
had an interception.
"I felt Craig Robertson
carried the ball well as a
fullback while Dawson and
Jeff Garrison combined for
about 100 yards on the ground.
We also completed a good deal
of passes but could have had
more if we'd blocked better.
"Defensively, Lester Woods
and Garrison played well on
the right side of the line. And I
thought Dawson had a couple
of real good punts. He had one
he kicked from his own end-
zone and was able to get it out
to about the 45. He saved us a
couple of times with good
punts," Miller added.
The two teams also played
seventh grade game and Lone
Oak took a 20-14
Calloway took an. 8-0-lead in
the opening period as John
Farris hit Dale Torsak with a
25-yard scoring pass and
Torsak ran in the conversion.
Lone Oak scored on a reverse
in the second period and the
takers led 8-6 at halftime.
Lone Oak got the lead with
another reverse in the third
period then scored on a long
run and a conversion to lead
20-8 in the fourth period. The
final East TD came on- a 30-
yard sweep by Torsak. -
East Calloway) eighth
graders are now 3-3 mil the
season and will close out the
campaign with a 6:30 p.m.
game at Murray Middle
Tuesday.
Grove SO, Southwest 0_
Grove moved out to a 22-0
lead in. the first half in their
win over host Southwest.
Grove took the opening
kickoff of the game and took
over on the Laker 45. USing.a
couple of power sweeps and a
facemask penalty on South-
west, Grove moved deep into
Laker territory and even-
tually scored on a 12-yard run.
The Bluedevils added the
conversion for an 8-0 lead..
Southwest took the following
kickoff and picked up a couple
of first downs. But a pass from
Dan Key to Jeff Butterworth
was intercepted near midfield
and the play led to another
Grove TD, this one coming
from 18 yards as the Grove
.rutiner was trapped in the
backfield but got out of the
jam and scored. Grove added
the conversion for a 16-0 lead._
But on the next play, Grove
used a draw and it worked for
80 yards and a TD. The con-
version was good and it was
22-0.
Early 'in the third period.
Key hit Brad Miller with a 40-
yard pass, taking Southwest
down to the Grove 30. On a
fourth and three play from the
23, the Lakers were stopped
Six inches short of a first
down.
Grove scored its last TD late
in the third period after an
interception was returned to
the Southwest 30. The TD
came on a sweep of eight
yards.
-About the only bright spot
--for us was the play of our
offensive line," Southwest
coach Merrill Brick said.
On the next 'Laker
possession, fullback Tony
Jetton picked up good yardage
and Key had some like gains
on keeper plays and the
Lakers picked up two first
downs before finally stalling.
Grove had the ball on its 35
following the punt. On their
first play, Grove was thrown
for a big loss as Tad Dowdy
pulled off a sack for 15 yards.
"They probably did as good
of a job blocking as they've
done all year. But we were
disappointed in some other
aspects of our game.
- "We had good blocking out
of our 'center, Darrell Over-
bey, and Tim Pitman and
Jeffrey Paschall played well
as guards. Our tackles, Randy
Roach and Tad Dowdy.
played well as did out ends,
Ricky Sheridan and Jeff
Butterworth.
"But I felt we let down in a
couple of areas where I
thought we had improved,"
Brick added.
Southwest ends its season
with a home contest at 5 p.m.
next Tuesday against North
Calloway.
This outstanding value offers you eye-pleasing
pictures that automatically adiust to changing
room light.. . a one-button color tuning system
. . 100% solid-state reliability . . . plus
distinctive furniture styling.
4
----ritAgOTICIE WINCHESTER is a leader and a ---
legend In the finest sportsguns made. Reward --
yourself with a gun designed for the discerning •
sportsman . the man who recognizes quality and -
insists on excellence in gun performance.
.22-CAL AUTOMATIC
TH SCOPE
Model 190 with 4-power Weaver cope. Holds 17 Longs or 15'go Rifles. An outsfantfing value tor low cost plinking anct small
69 os
Winchester .22 Cal. Magnum, Lever Adion. 64-268,3 , . . 144,44
The most popular lever action rifle e+;er manufactured. True8999 Western carbine styling. Solid American walnut stock and
forearm wi.h. -fine wood-ta-metal fit. 64 765
Winchester Singhrilariel Shotguo, Model 37. (Choice of 12._20  
.410 go.) (64-282 Rime 62.50 $49.
WINCWISTIR.
CHOICE OF 12 OR 20 GA.
American walnut stock and fore-end. LigtIt for
easy carrying and' handling. Twin-action bars
for fast, sure action. Comes with WINCHOKE-3
interchangeable--chokes. 64-283,-6




RIFLE 64 2u1 o•iy roe
Winchester .22 DYNAPOINT
LONG RIFLE. u.7'0 toe Sox
3 separate choke tubes screw
in the muzzle to give you full,
Modified or Improved Cylin-
der Chokes.
Use Improved Cylinder for
close-in shooting, Modified for
medium range and Full Choke
for longer shots.
CHOICE OF 12 OR 20 GA.
Lightweight gas-operated semi-automatic with push button carrier
release. Proof steel barrel. Stock and fore-end are American walnut.
Comes with WINCHOKE. 64-751
_Winchester Super-X Shotgun. 64 284 Reg. 269.99
Winchester Duck and
$3,
DOVE & QUAIL • aAaerr a SQUIRREL 26s
or 2144N. 410 GA, .S-X.
Chail00 f assorted shot sixes S gouges
s4tre-tr'414 led 6* 144, 6
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LONG 00141 - Walter Payne of the Middle Scheel Tigers bus the beadle on the ball after
corning up with an interception and returns it 70 awe for a touchdown. Casing hint isJ R.
Davidson (10) of Mayfield. Behind Davidson is Charlie %instead° who quickly shot hrlhe gup-anil
opened up the field for Payne's TO.
Sian Pietas by Milo exiiiiika1
NBA Season Literally
Gets Into Full 4ng
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
It took just a little more than
two minutes for the National
Basketball Association season
to get into full swing. — - -
That's when Kareem Abdul-
Jabber of the Los Angeles
Lakers decided -his elbowing
joust with Kent Benson,
Milwaukee's prize rookie, had
gone on long enough.
So Abdul-Jabbar worked a_
right-hand iiinch
COIRMZOION '
In Tuesday's report on
Murray Middle School sixth
and seventh grade football, a
name was left out of the story„
- The coaehing:etaff of the
gteelers also reeegitised Jeff
Humphreys for--411a--aut-
standing play on he* offense
and defense.
have made Muhammad All
proud, catching Benson flush
on the right side of his face
and knocking the 6-foot-11, 245-
pounder to the hardwood of
Milwaukee Arena.
Benson had to leave the
game, suffering from a mild
-Concussion and cuts around
his right eye. Abdul-Jabbar
was assessed a punching foul
and ejected from the contest,
won by: . Milwaukee 117-112-
behind Brian Winters' 28
points.
In _other NBA seascuz
openers, the New York Knicks
beat the Kansas City Kings
120-113, the Chicago Bulls
_ edged the Cleveland Cavaliers
_VIA,- the Detroit Pistons
defeated the New Jersey Nets
110-93 and the PhoeniF-.-tas--'
stopped the Golden "state'
Warriors 100-83.
Benson and Abdul-Jabbar
each blamed the other for
starting the contact that led to
the one-punch kayo 2:09 into
the first quarter of the Lakers-
Bucks battle.
"Coming up the floor,
Kareem was elbowing me,"
mid -Benson, the two-time All-
American front- Indiana and
first player chosen in the
NBA's college draft. "We got
down the floor and-telbowed
Pim, back. I tried to play
defense, and the next thing I
got woos hit in the face."
"He just hauled off and
threw an elbow into my gut,
right around the solar
version
offered by Abdul-Jabbar,
Pinner =At_ Most Valuable
Player honors last year for the
'fifth time in his eight NBA
seasons.
• As for the basketball game,
: Milwaukee fell behind by 10•
• . points in the second period but
• -' rallied behind rbokie forward
klUMS-"Re Mires Johnson, who tallied• 21 points. The Lakers got 23
./ : ., 'pints from • ex-free agentliata 
ill $ 
., .'r Jamul _Wilkes, 22 from





I took the opportunity during the Primary Election to acquaint you with my
background, and I feel the obligation to once again Mate this information to
those of you who are interested.
I am 42 years of age, and a native of Calloway County, having been reared in
the old Gibbs' Store and VViswell communities by my Great Uncle and Aunt,
Jesse and Effie Henley. My mother, who died at my birth, was the daughter of
Print McReynolds and was a sister to Harold McReynolds and Faye Orr of the
Corn-Austin Men's Store on the courtsquare.
My paternal grandfather was the Rev. Walter W. Henley of the Story's Chapel-
Mount Pleasant Community of Calloway County. His father, my great grand-
father, was the Rev. Thomas W. Henley, who served Story's Chapel in the early
part of this century.
I attended Murray High School and graduated from Murray Training School f
attended the University of Nevada, and Valley College, San Bernardino, Califor-
nia, graduating from Murray State with a LS degree in Physics. Chemistry, and
Mathematics. I received a Ph.D. degree in Chemistry fiorn the University of, _
Mississippi (Ole Miss).
I am a veteran of four years service in the U.S. Air Force, a past president of the
Murray Gvitan Mk, and a past president of the Kenhicky Lake Section of the
American Chemical Society. I am presently serving in my 6th year on the Murray
City Council.
I earnestly*ollcit your vote and influence when you go to the polls on 14overn-
ber &
MRIvin B. Henley
Democratic Candidate for Mayor
Political Ad Paid For By Melvin
Murray Perfect On Season
Eighth Grade Tigers Get
14-6 Win Over Màvfield
Hama West has been in the The ‘ eredies then ended
coaching business almost 17 the next play, the Cardinals
years and should know talent fumbled and Kirk Warren 
recovered
r s,e. as OD
when he sees it. 4-
West knew he had some , The Tigers kept the ball on
talent on his Murray Middle the ground and with about four
School team But he didn't find minutes left in the game,
out exactly how much talent Mayfield took over.
he had until Tuesday night Running entirely up the
when Mayfield came to middleantegoanff mtaocvklmge, the
Holland Stadium. Cardinals the
Playing with the 
ball very well as the Murray
aggressiveness of a high Middle defense began to tire.But still, it was not easy asschool team, the hard-hitting
Tigers coasted 1..„4-6envie-
time and time again, the
tory :ver 
_
Cardinals had to use second
CardInal 
.1rayn""eld hadand even third efforts to pick -
come into the game with a 44 
first
With just 32 *seconds left inloss, having lost to Heath the  game, the Cardinalsiwtshictehamha.d (eAlghredshirtt redShirtsis 
an 
scared tram two yards ata ha a
athlete has- held second and goal situation aswho been R. Davidson carried the ballpurposeback as)yea!" far Athletic 
J •
into the endzone. The con-
"I told the whole squad they. 
version failed.
were responsible for the win," . MaYheld tried the on-side
West said. kick but the Tigers wisely fell
- and covered the ball. Murray
impressed with was the play
contributed to the spirit and -- -Our offense did an ex=- we had from Some of our other
thewell-beoingne of myof 
the
bestqwine kids. Offensively, we only had
squad.
-
cellent job for eighth grade  
"This is
since I've been _conching."-- one breakdown- in the game-
West added. We had no motion penalties,
West did not know how long no off-sides penalties and the
It has been since Murray blocking was very good,"
Middle team has won .eirer west sot& _
Last yeoett•Aliali:. - -We deviled a little bread
High varsity team,. which and butter play which I'll keep
-rolled to a 9-1 season record._ --under my hat,-tohelo won our
played Mayfield to a 64 tie as blocking. We designed it for
eighth graders in 1072. this game and it really
Mayfield did very little on worked. We could have passed
offense during the eidire first if vie had wanted to but we
half. Time and time again, were doing so well on the
they were stopped in their ground, I didn't feel there was
tracks by the Tigers, whey really a need to pass the ball.
seemed to enjoy the contact -You can't say.- enough
and thehard hitting. in fact, in about the way Santagado ran
the first half, Mayfield could with the ball and of course,
not go outside -or Inside as the Payne and Rutherford had
Tiger line was a solid wall. super blocking genies at
On the other hand, the funbact. But the key for us on
Miirrar Middle offense the line -was The play of Don
executed to precision in the Hargrove. _.
first half, "His overall- line play, on
When the Tigers gel the bell offnese as a tackle and_ on
for the firstUme, they began defense as a guard, was some
churning on_the gr:Ound_AEXI____of the best line play I've ever
piling up the yardage. seen from an eighth grader.
We also had super games from-TailbackrCharlie, Santagade,
who displayed mane beautiful ends Randy Halley and David
e _got off one play rind quer- tagado playing some at the
week preparing for thitionks---terback David McMillen fer-eorner too.
and everyone on the club, on the ball and let the time run "Another thing we werewhether they played or not, out
moves, was virtually un-
stoppable. Not only did
Santagado make good moves
but he was also getting good
blocking from the line and
from . fullbacks Todd
Rutherford and WalterPtifne. '
Eating up almost five
minutes in their opening
drive, the Tigers moved inside
the 10. Finally, with 1:34 left
the 65-yard scoring march was
capped when Santagado
spurted through the line -from
a yard out. Then on the con-
version, Santagado plowed In
to make it an 8-0 Tiger lead
In the second period,
Mayfield was still unable to
move the ball. Murray moved
the ball well but stalled on a
couple of fourth down
situations and lost the ball on
downs.
Mayfield, near midfield
with less than a minute left in
the half, tried a pass.
Walter Payne of the Tigers
popped out from his outside
linebacker spot and got his
hands nn the ball. The ball
popped in the air for a split
second before Payne found the
handle.
With one man between him
and open territory, Payne took
off and the Mayfield player
was taken out on a super block
by Santagado. There was no
stopping Payne'. Once he
started, there was no doubt
and 70 yards late, he pulled
into the endzone with a Tiger
TD. The conversion run failed
and Murray held a 14-0 lead at
halftime.
In the second bald, Mayfield
controlled the ball. Murra!,
did move the ball well when
they had it but the Cardinals,
who stuck to the ground in the
half, were able to convert on
big third down situations.
several times picking up first
downs by a matter of inches
Late lxi the third quarter, the
Cardinal began driving the
ball and when the fourth
quarter opened, Mayfield was
on the Tiger three-yard line
The Cardinals ran an off-
tackle play and were hit for a
15-yard unsportsmanlike
oiswiuci 'Amway fur kicking-
Schmaltz and John Farless
gave us an outstanding game.
as a guard.
"Also on the interior of-
fensive line, I felt we had
out ding play from Kirk-
Warren and Scott- Turner. We
put Jeff Cartwright in as a
defensive tackle and used him
some on offense as a guard
and he dlif MN* vieIIW,nreit
said.
"I can't say enough about
our center, Greg Cain. In our
four games, he has yet to
snap, even -on a -punting
situation. He has not let a
linebacker through him all
season.
"Our two quarterbacks,
Darren Hooper and David
McMillen, both did a beautiful
job and I felt Ken Murphy
came in and played well when
Santagado was shaken up
once on a play. We also had a
fine game from Stefon Reed at
wideout.
'Defensively, we had
superb play from our
linebacking corps. Walter
Payne had a beautiful play on
his interception. Santagado,
Rutherford, Payne and Craig
Crawford all played well as
linebackers and Steve Blivin
also played well as a cor-
nerback. We also had- San-
kids. We used Barry Lee,
David Heatheott and Jerry
Boggess as defensive tackles
and they all did well when they
were in the game.
"This is a fine, young squad.
and I'm thrilled for them,"
West added.
The Middle School Tigers
are now 4-0 on the season and
will go for an undefeated year
next Tuesday when they close
out the campaign with a 6:30
O.M. contest against East
Calloway. The game will be
played in Holland Stadium.
CHARLIE ON THE MOVE - Murray Middle's fine young run-
ningback, Churls jontagado, picked up almost 30 yards on this
beautiful rim to the outside. Murray won 14-6 over Mayfield.
•
Wrestling

















'farce Brawn VS. Angelo Poffo
-Advance Thies can be purchased at Roses Department Store and the Erpositi9n Center


















, Sponsored by the Murray-f2alloviay Jaycees and the Mglikebabihtitibafii ,
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[
Reggie Homers Three Times
JackSon Wraps Up
Series For Yank$
- -- •• By FRED ROTHENBER& batting average, . Jacksoia stands. on Hooton's fiat -pitch
AP Sport; Writer 'stoked a hot bat iffSe--plen-iber716 Min-in the fourth. Theft, in
NEW YORK (AP) - Reggie to fire the Yankees .to• the the fifth, he sent one from
;Jackson, the man who.stirred American League. , East Elias Sosa on a similar fast
the . drink, made it - -a Division crown. - ..trip into the right fieldteats.
iNinipape cocktail. - With All his hitting heroics helped The balls were in. -That's
three magnificently draniatic him overcapie a -season of how they tried to pitch me all
home runs, he gift-wrapped_ mental pressure that would Series:  said Jackson. "You
the New York Yankees' 21st crumble a lesser man. First,- can- pitcir me in, but don't
World Series championship. there was the spring training knock on the ' door and
-I am the straw that stirs remark 'that degraded- announce' it. Even a dummy
the drink," • Jackson said Munson, the Most Valttable will adjust and I adjusted."
- 'before he had ever batted for Player. in the AL last year. Charlie -- Haugh, a
-the Ysuikeesin.a.major league_ Soon after the remark k-nuckleball- pitcher, was
game. "(Catcher and captain appeared in a national hurling the eighth inning. He
-Thurman) Munson can only magazine, NJacka.on had his threw his first pitch down and
stir it bad." . celebrated run-in with over the plate, but the result
Though that comniefic Manager Billy Martin on was the same: a-mammoth.
alienatgd Munson and touched natiOnal television. The two homer - this time to Center
off the 'Yankees' soap_ opera • proud Men argued and nearly field, an estimated 451Y..7feet_ . _season of conflict and came to blows in their dugout- away.
controversy, all was forgotten in Boston, and the TV cameras "Nothing can top this," said
Tuesday night. Jackson recorded every moment. Jackson-. - "Who the- hell is
powered New York to an 8-4 But Tuesday night was "a going to hit three homers to '
victory over The Los Angeles time for the Yankees to bask decide a World Series? Hell,
- and..gava - At their victory .
-,.,.-.Yankees the World Series, and the awe Of witnesstng --11iithe
"fOultrtivet.•••••.. Jackson's home runs.- one of In Game 5, Jackson
"Ah, the taste of vi ," the most . • pOwerful and ..homered on WS Iasi at-bat. So
Jackson said, swigging a theatrical feats in World he ended up smashing home
bottle of champagne in the • Series annals. runs on each of his last four
jubilant Yankees locker room. "Heheat us -single,. swings. Overall in the Series,
bandelay,... said_ Dodgei_f Jacitson broke records for
being champions." semen Steve Garvev." ' 
most homers (5), most runs
7 One year alter ti*Yankees-- neverseeia perforifarei-filie- scored 4),-most consecutive
homersin two games (4) andsuffered World Series thaA in the WorldSeries "--disgrace, a En game sweep-- It was the sun and the moonby Cincinnati last October, the of superstar performances.Yankees were No. 1 - the only "Guys throw around thenumber acceptable to owner word superstar 'a lot," said,freorge_Steinbrenner. jarkoal .„auys ;like. jilio.
• Steinbrenner, who bought DiMaggio, Mays, Clemente.- -the Yankees in 1973, is the . gut•
•architect or the Ylinkees' like th;;;i:;-'s.,`,--!--
supremely successful season. What Jackson_ did was tieIt was Steinbrenner who spent Babe Ituth's reciwd of-three
$2.9 to bring the 'me- homers in one Series game. It;_ngent_ Jadtson to New York. started as if Chris Chamblisse next morning, after we 
would be the hitting hero as he
quite an exhibitilitic" a sot:ober •




New York in vain:* Their
outfielders and relief-OW*:
In the bullpen were showered
, with garbage by hostile
Yankee fans; Garvey I and
Dave Lopes received death
threats Monday night.
- But-it still was a wonderful
.4011101t for the happineqs boys
from Los Angeles. Their April
boom-crushed Cincinnati and
kept the.Red-s from a shot at a
third straight World Series
crown. -
"We lived by the long ball
all season.long 'and we died by
the long ball in the Series,"
• said Lasorda, whose club led
the National League in
homers - and smacked-- 
record-tying ,nine_ in the
Series, -baud*/ -ftegfe
Smith's homer Tuesday night.
Smith's third-inning solo
homer, his third of the Series,
had coupled with Steve
-Garvey's two-fati, firstoginning
triple to give Los Angeles a .
brief 3-2 lead. But that was
buried .under the explosion of
Jackson's power; a ninth-
mosttotttl-bascs-1254-.----_-_ Dodgers\ run served
The total base record for a only to delay the Yankees'
six-game Series previously celebration.
belonged to Martin, the '"I'm proud of the way the
former Y a niee sec 013(14_4os . battled all year loath". -
baseman • said liaionta -Abe' -rankle
• ".That's fantastic that he Dodgers manager.
broke -my records' said Mike Torres, the winningMartin. "Reggie 's a super pitcher in the pivotal thirdguy. /Celd year will be a lot game and again in theeasier for him." 
• climactic sixth game, yieldedIt should also be easier for nine hits Tuesday night.Martin, givtn a big bonne
• .were beaten in four straight ha, in New _earlier Tuesday by
'•
CinCiOnAg._ we b__Atali___IveW4-1•05:07_ei;o7iest ot the, Stembrenner, who was on the
*nclis  City_ Royals.- Bizrt Ire—Fre 131- firing Ykii- fierr
working on this
Wribrenner Said. "I Swore It Hooten Jackson on manager sevens! timesAhls
was-not gonna happen again. lonr_ttcaightwfiatektes tn_tne,seas. -•
"Now' we're 
on top 
and second inning,tand saw him - en the_guy who won awe're gonna stay there." score on Chambliss' 
home pillion dollars in the lottery-- . . . _„can't hens nappy as I am,"
Jackson drove theYankees to •"`''' . • - 41Sr-fin 'aidir
U top The -Series - Most _ Then Jackson took mlittters worthwhile now
Valuable Player with a into his own hands. He - The opposite -emotion filled
-recordbreaking five homers smashed a screaming -line thELos Angeles locker room. _






1. Are you in the topthird of your'class?
2. Are your composite SAT scores over 1,000. _
(over 21 for ACT)?






• PIO- Wrestlingludgefor Yourself
Something new will be coming to Murray Thursday.If things work out, such names as Bearcat Brown, Gypsy •JoeandTojo_Yaniamoto maYbeinime household names notonly to youngsters but to fathers and mothers.
Professional wrestling will make its debut at 8 p. m.Thursday in the West Kentucky Livestock and ExhibitionCenter. And if things work out, you may be seeingprofessional-wattling for a long time--
Plans call for a professional card to he field in Murray -every other Thursday. -
Okay. Just how ''real" is the professional wrestlingf Aman who knows is John Paul Henning.
Nine years ago, Henning retired after 18 years in the ringand moved_to Cad* flenning.js in charge of publicity for
the promoter, Nick Goulas. If you've ever watched the
professional 'wrestling on television, you've seen Goulas
and of course, Top and Bearcat are already household_ •names. -
A.popular adalt magazine recently ran a large featurestory' OW professional wrestling. The writer said that
charges such as using chicken blood have brought a bad
name to basically, a good sport. And Henning agrees.
"There's no such thing as using chicken blood. Where
would a guy have it at-anyway' When you lee a wrestling
who is bleeding, I'll guarantee you Its his own blood," Mea-
ning said. •
Aweigh af.hloorl and -violence.-- Lets talk -abriatAIW6__wrestlers themselves.
First of all, many of the wrestlers were former college
athletes and seVere were even professional football
players. Big Ernie Ladd, who played for the Chiefs, may be
on one of the cards in Murray sometime and another former- -
pro football player toned wrestler is Leo Nomallai who
idayml fin -the Rams. •
So just because a guy is 6-4 and weighs 250 doesn't mean
he's material fosprO wrestling.
Angel Poffd; who will be fighting Bearcat Brown here
Thursday,-Ixdds a world record of 6,033 consecutive setups.
If that doesn't sound impressive, try doing a couple of hun-
dred then have fun the next day when you try and explain to,:the boss why you can't make it to work.
Aft* pro wrestlers were..wrestlera in college and some _
came up through the military. All attend a school for
professional wrestlers.
On the average, rrvrrestier will be in the ring about three
nights a week, according to Henning. And, says Henning,
when a wrestler becomes one of the 10 best or so in the
world, he can make anywhere from 30to 50 grand a year.
Most wrestlers try and hang on until they reach 50 and
.some even fight until they are nearly 60_ Henning stepped
down when he was 40.
-One question asked about as much as any is simply this:
How much of the stuff that takes place in the ring is
showmanship?
"When someone throws salt in yolw eyes or gouges you -
with a finger, they aren't kidding, I've been mad enougbat
times tqsra4 a chair and go- after - Somebody," Henning
said.
Fine. Now, how about this one: When a guy is getting his
brains knocked out and it seems like he's all finished, how
'Citn he suddenly come up with a burst Of energy and come
- flying off the ropes, slam the guydenti-and in a blink of an
eye, turn defeat into victory?
PsychologY, ciairns Henning.
"A lot of times, you want to make the gliYthink he
has you beaten. You want him to think you have nothing left
and then suddenly, catch him off guard and come on like a
storm.
"You-let him think he's hurting you more seriously than -
-what you are really hurt. -
"Starting Thursday, and every other week after that,
some of the finest athletes in the world are going to be
coming to Murray," Henning-added.
No argument there. There are not many people in town
- who would walk up in the ring and tell Bearcat Brown he's
not a fine athlete.
------ It could be very-hiteieotiog. If people come out in large
numbers and the fans.become Involved, professional
wrestling coeld be' a -big--hit in Murray. -At -least it's
something to do. . _
----And-to make things hterfating,-theire will be different
cards every week and of course, some of the matches will
be for world titles. Also, there will be lady wrestlers,
midget wrestlers and other interesting things in the future.
All we can-say is go out and see it-and judge for yourself...- - -
•
TENNIS - _
SAO  PAULO, trail
Terry 0-Ilii"ayt's&-fiaTed
Frhiicoise Darr 6-1,14 hi the
second round of AP
international tournament In
other action,- • ' Dianne .
Fromholtz, heat florelle
-6-I, Bunny
Banning and Sharon Walsh
eliminated Betsy Nageleen
-and Virginia-Ruzici 7-8
-in doubles Play. -
. 4, -Do you waril to be a leader?
5. Do you feel you can. manage money and materials?
•. _6. And most importantly, are you willing to commit
yourself to four years active duty, serving as an. .
Army oilicer?
_
For more information on the opportunities,
the qualifications, the obligations, and the -
' benefits of-Army ROTC scholarships,-
CC)NTACT:
MILITARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT -
MURRIlterlITE UNIVERSITY,s* •
MA 4M.
0 Yes 0 No
0 Yes- 0 No
El Yes 0 NO
D Yes 0 No
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COMINOOOVOlt -- Steve Young (25) of 14!.ID
rwiji kith the grass as he's firmly held by a North Marshall
Vehlr. The Laker behind Young is Ronnie Fortner.
(Stwfl Photos by Née Breads's)
FIRST DOWN PLAY — Sixth grade georterbeck Russell Usher
(11) of the North Calloway Lakers fires a 15-yard pass Com-
pletion on this ploy. Watching is Mike Holloway (12) of the
War&
HARD TO STOP — Illsysld had a rough time in trying to
contain Walter Payne (32) of the Tigers. Payne picked up good
gains every time he had the ball and of course, scored a TD
with a 70-yard interception return. .
BUSINESS SYSTEMS
120 SO. 41H, PAINKAH 115 SO. 4IN MURRAY
442-9331 NI MARSHALL CO. TM FREE 527-1624 753-1763
Chestnut Street
A. WALL OUTLET
Listed for use for Aluminum wire as well
as with Crijgwr ol_cm,er._00:15&-m,
Na. 7503-1 OLM PMCIIK1 • • •-•7:3111i
B. WALL SWITCH •
With plastic ears, side *INA screw ter. -
mina. 10A-125V. Brown.-
No. 5011-1 OUR PRICE  57'
C. SURFACE MOUNT SINGLE
POST SWITCH
Screw terminal, t-rated, 2 piece with
concealed double terminals. May be end
or back wired. 10A-125V. „
No 7511-1 OUR PRICE $1.77
D. SURFACE RIOUNT—GROUN---
DING OUTLET
Screw Terminals, shell, double terminal
screws for feed through wiring. End or
back wired. 660W-250V.
No 40754 OUR PRICE.... • • •-•:;- 1r7--
. E. SURFACE MOUNT KEYLESS
LAM PHOLDER
Sturdy, attractive, large diameter base-,
top wired for 3kr-4" boxes. 660W-250V.
Our Price^ 
F. PORCELAIN KMBS CEILING
LAMPHOIDER
Sturdy attractive, large diameter base,
Lap wired fur 3,e-4" boxes. 660W-2401/.._
No. 7573-1 OUR PRICE 51.77
G. PORCELAIN Mgt CHAlEt IS. HANDY UTILITY BOX
_ LAMPHOLDER 1.34" 
deep, 'workouts for use with con-
'dint 4  wide
Sturdy base with pull chain interiOr. P.. • 
long,
to 4" boxes, 30" pull chain. 250W-250V. No. 2750-6 OUR PRICI;




SO. level track fits in 3x5 foot space—or try 4 other layduts-
" TWolars—'—.11 niece Traci. more.-
-WHISTUNG
-MR. MACHINE
Wind up his spring motor
with key...and watch him go,
Whistles "This Old Man"
12'8277-6
Pops 4 quarts and butters
corn automatically! Clear,
view cover flips over for a
serving bowl. 27/18-90
00T-L-00 LOCO
Wind up locomotive. 'Clear
plastic housing to view
gears, levers, etc Plays








its. Volume control, bike at-
tachment,' bin
Haas W battemiricit-inct.1.
Ages 8 & up. 21/3810
FAIARAIP 7700 IL  -A -proud new addition to our TV Start? Line of fashion
dolls. She's Farrah, Hollywood's fastest rising star! This
12'4" doll has rooted hair with that "sun streaked look"
and real rooted eyelashes. She can wear all of the beauti-
ful fashions in the TV Stare*
Reversible grids make
burgers, sandwiches wieners,
eggs in lust a jiffy 493
Make attractive servings of your casseroles, desserts r'""--• -
with Pyrex' Ware Leather loop handles. Choose





-Fetiadsitetiliead. hardened and.Imment -.:-
.potished teem .
OUR PRICE 513.88 •
SiNGIE & DOUBLE BIT AXE
Heads are drop forged from tool steel and fully beat
treated. All axes have fully polished bits and flame
finished handles.
Single Bit Double Bit
OUR PRICE OUR PRICE
$9.1111 $11.44
SPLITTING MAUL
Oregon pattern head with black finish and polished
bit, face and chamfer Rim tempered face, flame
hardened hickory handle is 32" long
OUHPRICE._ ..... . IMO
SPUTTING WEDGE
Made of sturdy steel to take plenty of p tin istunent.




Climb stairs to maks-bellow--
treehouse, than down the
slide Hideaway cranWspacia






eiesonic remote controlled van Flip a switch and 
turn it
4eft, right or straight ahead by a sound signal 
emitted from
the Corlimand Base Control Authentically detailed 
Bat-
teries not included Ages15 and up 817
FREE COFFEE BREAK!
Buy any West Bend* Drip Coffeemaker and
get coupons for FREE Maxwell House.
A.D.C: brand Coffee and FREE Coffee-mate
Non-Dairy Creamer! :—
Model 5915 Quick Drip I 7381,
10 Cup Coffee Maker I
WEST BEND.
where craftsmen still care!






FREE II -02 lar
if Coffee mate the non,
daws r-reamer front
amation that glee.; .
«Mee more ti(XiV
more flavor
CLIP THIS C OUPON'
I 'Send'ale a i iittliwn 1.)r-a I k l.. L I lb ( an otylatna ell liouvr'. Al),- brand , ON- and .1 t ,,opon tor a llrliE I 1_,// or of,Cohne mate'
%, 11.i i.IIII I rear.., ! ,r,- lo.a. the small I number i lipped
I to an he Ito, it no if 11 , ,inier ot the bat is ( ,Afr 01 dil‘ Vir41 lifild DripCalit11141,1:1 111Str a tint. hoiAlet Along anti dated sales receipt
I MAIL TO: 1*.1 Rend ( Itter •
po ii,,s 75illi Kankakee Illinois fi0.401 
.
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IVISU Slide-Lecture, Glass Scul tureDemonstr • -- _set Air Conditioning, Refrigeration Class To Start
- The Murray Area
Mary Shaffer of Providence,
R.I., sculptress and assistant
professor of art at the
University of Rhode Island,
will present a guest artist
-slide-lecture and , glass
sculpture demonstration at
Murray State University on
Friday evening, Oct. 21.
presentation will begin at 7:30
p.m. in Room 423 of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. She
will also make * presentation
to the -Paducah Art Guild in
the Mraket-house in Paducith
p.m.at? 30  on Monday, Oct.
24.
Her visit is part of a series of
visiting artisit appearances
during the year at Murray
State and in the surrounding
area. The series is made
possible by grants from the
lienlerky, Arts Comtaission
and the National Endowment
for the Arts in conjunction
with the Department of Art at
Murray State.
. Ms. Shaffer Will else , visit
informally with art students
and give them individual
critiques Of their work while
shelsonthecampus._
She has had her work shown
In a number of Individual and
group shows, including
' SeVerld nItaly. Ms. Shaffer
was the recipient of a
Fellows* for Individual
Artist. by teh National
Endowment, for the Arts
1974 and a Citation Of
..., ... ..
Care - - Thisrelor — ----•• • 
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sa.68'
Pocket
Hand WarmerModel 152 8
Takes NM cbilf eat of cold amsclimg
Final Net
By Clairol








Excellence by the U.S. Labor
Department in 1972 for her
work as director of the
Medical Manpower Program
in Providence, R.I.
She is also known in that
area for her work as a guest
lecturer and educational
consultant. Several articles
she has written have appeared






All At. . .
DISCOUNT PRICES
Vocational Education Center
will start an eight weeks
course in Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration beginning
October 24 at 6:30 p. m. The
class will meet on Monday and
Tuesday evenings from 6:30-
9:30 p.m.
The principles of Air con-
ditioning and Refrigeration
will be taught. A $5.00
registration fee will be
charged and the book will be
approximately $18.00. Books
and registration fees must be
paid for on the first claw
meeting.
The Dexter Missionary
Baptist Church will hold a
revival meeting starting
Sunday, October 23, and
continuing through Saturday,
To register for the class, call
the Vocational Center at 753-
1870 between the hours of 8:00
-a. m. and 3:30 p. in. The class
Is limited to 15 people.
October 29, with services at
seven p. m. with each night.
Evangelist for the meeting
will be the Rev. Melvin
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Boys Sizes 11-14 $999
3 Styles
240 Voit, 4,000 Watts
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COMMISSIONER SWORN IN—Carmen Parks, left, was sworn in Thursday
as a new board member of the recently formed South 641 Water District.
Delivering the oath is Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller. Parks replaces










A 90-minute French film
entitled "Mouchette," written
and directed by Robert
Bresson, will be the third
program in the Fine Arts Film
Series at Murray State
University Tuesday evening,
Oct. 25.
To begin at 7 p.m. in Room
423 of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, the prdgtam
Jointly sponsored by the
Kentucky Arts Commission
and • the Clara bi—: Eagle-
Gallery at Murray State is




7-9 Fri. 8. Sat.
12-6:30 Sun.
"Mouchette," produced in
1966, is included in a Sight and
Sound magazine listing of the
50 greatest films ever made.
Shown at the Cannes Film
Festival of 1967, the film was
described in the London Times
as one that has "a purity and
directness, a sort of luminous
clarity which is unique in the
modern cinema..."




tension and adventure.. the
-adventure leads gam*
from life, to a moment when
nature and the supernatural
meet in a fleeting intimation
of grace so powerful that even
an awareness of what the
camera cannot show us is
happiness enough."
The film series project
during the year at Murray
State is designed to promote
the showing and discussion of
quality films and the exposure _
of people throughout the area
to film as an art form, ac-
cording to Richard Jackson,
director of * £aeGaliçry
6
-9 Frosty Acres . 12 oz.
Milk Maid Self-Rising
Bush Blackeye
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Dies At His Home
Bill Rollins Dies
With Rites Tuesday
Bill Rollins,lather of Billy
SOX PANEi — Professional journalists from the the West Kentucky area participated-in a panel discussion at the
aegular meeting of Sigma Delta Chi, professionaLiousnaln fraternity here last night_froatiettare Karl Harrison,
managing editor, Sun-Democrat Wade Bourne, editor, Benton Tribune-Courier; Darryl Armstrong, repofts editor
and public information Officer with the Land Between The Lakes; Walter Apperson, publisher, The Murray Ledger &
Times; foe Rigsby, assistant professor ofjournalism, MSU; and Dr. Ray .Morteld, -professor of_krurnalisni,-MSEJ. The --
- panel members discussed aspects they look for in hiring employees. Photo by Pat Slattery
CHE To Decide On Cutting Off
Funds For Capital Construction
FRANKFOR,T,Ky. (AP) - The state
Counc1 on Higher Education will meet
;1..ov.. 16 to decide whether to _
recommend cutting off funds for all or
.most _capital construction at the eight
state-supported nniversities over the
next two years.
'The council deferred its decision on
funding for construction projects
totaling more than $250 million after a
philosophical split -developed at
Tuesday's meeting.
The council staff recommended that
only two projects at Northern Kentucky
- University, totaling about $6 million, be
funded: Under the staff proposal, other
project requested - totaling $249
million - would be referred to the
governor and the state finance
Funeral services for Carl• dep-a-rtment-- - -without - the-- council's
Rites On Thursday Hopkins of Coldwater will be . recommendation for funding. • -held today at three p.m. at the Council director Harry_Snyder said
Ftineral-serviees4ai-Wilferd- &hutch f thr--Mal--ChlOrhill LIM ?Pt Mil lien itii? wa3 TIO i tell
F. Hart of Hazel Route Two Funeral Home with the Rev. to foreclose on any future colistructiOn
will, be held Thursday at Larry Salmon officiating and at the universities, but he !said there
eleven a. m. at the chapel of the Coldwater Baptist Church was insufficient
i 
data, policy guidance
the Blalock-Coleman Fameral Choir providing the music. and time for the staff to be able to'
Home with Bro. Henry Hargis
and .Bro. John Dale of-
ficiating. •Bobby Stubblefield
will direct the singers from -
the New Providence Church of
Christ where Mr. Hart was 'a
member.
Pallbearers will be Alvin
Brandon, Huie Osborn, Steve
Spiceland, Eunice Housden,
Jimmy V4itiriria, and: Roger
Valentine. Burial will follow in
the . New Providence
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home
Mr. Hart, age n, died
Monday at eleven a. m. -at his
home. He and his wife the
former Hazel Ellis, who
survives, were married June
25, 1930.
sPrviv.ed by. his wife;
two daughters, Mrs. J. T.
Valentine, Milford, Mich., and
Mrs. Robert Lucey, Tujunga,
Cal.; three sisters, Mrs. Artie
Morgan, Gainesville, Ga.,
Mrs. Beatrice Miller, Granite
City, Ill., and Mrs. Cuthbert
St.. John, Paris, Tn.; three
brothers, Scotty, Murray,
Brison, Hulbert, Mich., and
• Henry, Paris, Tn.; live.
children; three great grand-
children.
James L. Crass, formerly of
Murray: died Tuesday at
seven p.m. at his,tiome on
Woodberry Drive, Nashville,
In. His death at the age of 62
-.followed in- eiitended
Mr. Crass was born in
Calloway County on May 1,
1915, and was the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Hardin M.
Crass of Murray. He was
-employed by- the --Louisville-
and Nashville Railroad for
twenty years.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Nell Moody Crass, one
daughter, Mrs. John (Selwyn)
Lashlee, and' three. grand- -
children, all of Nashville, Tn.;
•five sisters, Mrs. Fred (Jo)
Schultz, Frankfort,. Mrs.
James'-' Dale -rChartenet
Clopton, Mrs. Henry (Mary
Elizabeth) Fulton, • Miss-- -
Marjorie Crass, and Mrs. Nell
Parrish, all of Murray.
The funeral. will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tn., with burial
to follow in the klillcrest
Cemetery there.





Rollins of Murray and Mrs.
Carolyn Ballentine of Far-
mington, died Sunday at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 60 years of
age.. and a resident of
Mayfield.
The deceased was a retired
employee the Andover
Clothing -Cdfnpany - and a
member of the Northside
Baptist Church, Mayfield.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs.--ffusstene-Dowdy Rollins;
four sons, Billy of Murray,
Jerry of Mayfield Route Two,
David of Chicago, Ilf, and
William of Mayfield; four
daughters, Mrs. Ballentine,
Mrs.• Judy Roberts and'MrS.
Susie Elliott of Mayfield, and
Mrs. Vickie Barnett of
Chicago; Ill.; tone brother,
Perer Frankfurt; one
sister, Mrs. Flora Mae Cooley
of Parmingtoa; twenty
grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Tuesday at. 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funerar
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Glen Cope officiating. Burial




Serving as pallbearers will
be Walter King, Wayne,
David, Roger, and Kenneth
Hopkins, and Jerry Ainley, all
grandsOhs. Burial will be in
the Coldwater Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Mr. Hopkins, age 80, died
Monday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. His
. wife._ Evie. died October 1,
1975.
He is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Codie_Dar-
nell, Farmington Route One,
and Mrs.. Dee Lamb, Murray;
twiasens, Edison, Farmington
One, -and _ Newell,
Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Mamie Puckett and Mrs.
Reba Parrish; -one brother,
Cecil Hopkins; ten grand-
children; qigtt. great grand-
-children. 
.
The funeral for Mrs. Vadie
Parker, widow of Robert
- Parker, will be held Thursday
at twb p. m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Lloyd
Underhill, the Rev. James
Robinson, and the Rev. Jack.
Jones officiating. Music will
be by the Warren Quartet.
Pallbearers will be Boyce
Wilson, Naldie, Tommy,
Danny, William, and Larry
Washburn. Burial will follow
in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today (Wednesday).
Mrs. Parker, age 72, died
Monday at 9:30 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She is survived by
oen daughter, Mrs. Edgar
Washburn, Sedalia; three
sisters, Mrs. Bessie Stillion,
Washington, Ohio, Mrs. Addle
Tuck, Uhron City, Tn., and
Miss Dixon, Hazel Route
Two; three brotheas, Otrie
Dixon, Murray, Burie Dixon,
Paducah, and Lonnie Dixon,





Final rites for Fred Joyce of
Hazel will be held today at
2:30 p.m. at the Hazel Baptist




Preston Oliver,. Bill Forres,
Frank Turner, and Charles
Overcast. Burial will be in the
Hazel Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mr. Joyce, age 66, died
Monday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ora Joyce; one sister,
Mrs. Mavis McLeod, Benton;
three brothers, Homer Joyce,
Benton, Roy Joyce, Evan-
sville, Ind., and Johnny Joyce,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Federal State Market News Service oc-
tober 19. 1577
Kentutky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 11 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 640 Est 950 Barrows &
Gilts 'teddy Sows steady
US 1-2 209-2301ba  - $4200.42n
US 14 900-2401bs  $41 75.4200
US 2-4 240410 lb.- 94E00-41 75
US 3-4 260-200 lbs  $4000.41 no
sows
os 14 27046•Ibs. 934.00-35 00
US 14 100400 lbs. $33.0044.00
US 1-3 500450 lbs. $35 00-36.00/32.1111143.00'
Soars 24.00L21.t4osay 26.01 51740
• , 'IP •
decide srhich proje.cis merited funding.
He said the two-year moratorium
would give the council . "breathing
space" in which to decide which
projects should he financed.
Council member Lawrence Fiy of
Louisville agreed with the staff
recommendation, saying it Was time
for the council to analyze the size to
which campus -physical plants have -
-grown. He said it would be good for the
public to see that the council was
asserting some control over the growth
of the campuses. - •
However, the recommendation
apparently took University of Kentucky
President Otis Singletary by surprise.
-He asked whether the recommendation
was neutral or meant the council was
recommending against all other,
projects but the two at Northern.
When assured that it would have a
negative effect, Singletary-said_lie was
upset that university presidents had not
been-given a chance to make a case for
.the i= projoct reareAsf 
I under-a-WO ttattlio&nity-not be _ _
any large number of state dollars for
any of us," Singletary said, "but at
least you should let us make a case w - -
Frankfort attorney Edward
Prichard, 'chairman of the council's
financial affairs committee., supported
Forgy's position, saying the General
Assembly would be more likely to
Nation's Output Up
Sence 1975 Recession
WASHINGTON (AP) - Treasury._
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal
.acknowledged today that the economy
. may have grown at a markedly slower_
rate in the summer, but he said the
nation's output has increased by more
than- -15 per cent since the 1975
recession. -
Speaking at the American Bankers
Association convention in Houston,
Tex., Blumenthal said business has
been showing a lack of confidence
'despite a favorable economic outlook.
As the Commerce Department
prepared to release figures on the gross
national product for the third quarter,.
Blumenthal cautioned against relying
on the most recent set of statistics to
assess the economy, --
The figures, he said; "will most likely
indicate a marked slowing in the rate of
-economic-growth from the-first half of
the year." But he said the first six
months were unusally strong,
Blurnenthal promised that the Carter
*Administration will spell out details of
Noel Melton Rites
Being Held Today
'The funeral 'services for
Noel (Red) 'Melton are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Grandville Courtney and the
Rev. Jonathan Kimbro of-
ficiating. Music is by singers
from the Emmanuel Baptist
Church with Paul McWherter
as leader.
Serving as pallbearers are
Calvin, J. T., Howard, and
Ken Todd, hindsey Beane, and
Jean Green. Burial will follow
in the Barnett Cemetery.
Mr. Melton, age 53, a
resident of 507 South Seventh
Street, Murray, died Monday'
at 9:25 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Joy Falwell Melton, to
ivlorn he was married on
March 8, 1948; three_seria-,
Roger and Ricky Melton,
Murray,. tit' Terry Melton,
South Fulton, Tn.; two sisters,
Mrs. George Merrell, Murray,
and Mrs. Joe Knight, Ed-
dyville; one brother, Dwaine
Melton, Murray; one grand-




MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP). -
Ten drugs were present in
Elvis Presley's bloodstream
when he died in August and
they probably contributed to
his death, a published report
said today.
The Commercial Appeal
quoted sources as saying Dr.
Jerry Francisco, Shelby
• County medical examiner,
may rule multiple drugs as the
cause of the singer's death.
Francisco, reached at his
office late Tuesday, would not
confirm the reports but said
he would probably hold a news
conference on the autopsy
Friday.
Franciko originally ruled
Presley, died of cardiac
arrythmia from unknown
causes. He said at a press
conference held nearly six
hours after the death that
there was no eVidence of drug
abuse.
Among the drugs the
sources said were found in
Presley's bloodstream were
an antihistamine often used to
control hay fever or allergies;
codeine, a derivative of opium
often usedito relieve pain and
found in some cough
medicines; Demerol, a
narcotic used as a sedative
and analgesic, and several
tranquilizers including
Valium.
. Sources, said the death
certificate was to be signed,
today.
its economic plans for the next few
years as it 'unveils its tax reform
program and budget in the coming
ritooths- - - • `
The Treasury secretary also tried to .
calm concerns about the value of the
dollar, declaring, "A strong and stable
dollar is essential both the- United
States and to the world at large. -
"As yoU mow, we now have a
substantial trade deficit. But a
depreciation of the 'dollar Is not
required by that deficit, nor would a
depreciation of the dollar erase that
deficit," he said.
Government officials were trying to
determine if their economic goals for
the year would remain on target.
,Ttiday's_release of the gross national
product figure forJuly, August and
September should provide a major
clue.
The gross national product - the
combined output of goods and services
- is the single most important measure
of the nation's economic health.
•
approve adequate funding for
educational programs if the council
-showed frugality - in • - its
• recommendations for new capital
construction.
Connell member Jaehisen- White of
Lexington offered a compromise which
was accepted by the ceuncil.
Saying he didn't believe the public
views the universities as "eight rotten
eggs, beautifully decorated," he
suggested the council staff review the
capital construction requests and
. determine . in each. case whether the
educational mission of the institution
would be seriously damaged if the






DALLAS (AP) - An
enormoup fireball - believed
to be a meteor - seared the
evening skies over Texas and
Arkansas and provoked
hundreds of phone calls in five
states • apparently
disintegrated without hitting
-earth. The light from the
fireball- was so intense 'that'
that residents in three Texas
cities hundreds of miles apart
swore it hit near tffeln
INTERNATIONAL
BONN, -West Germany (AP)
— West German officials say
they expect increased
terrorist attacks ip retaliation.
for the prison deaths of three
urban guerrillas who the
government says committed
suicide. A violent backlash
erupted almost immediately
In _ northern Italy„ --_ where
bombs wrecked three German
automobile showrooms-today.
Leftist critics voiced
suspicions that the three were
murdered.
BONN, West Germany (AP)
- One of the hostages rescued
from a hijacked Lufthansa
jetliner in Somalia said the
sevenminute commando
strike was over before she
knew what was happening. "I
didn't hear a thing. ...Then
somebody fell on top of us. All
I heard was 'Heads down....
Don't be scared'." "I think we
all believed our last moment
• had come," another
-
"Now I don't object to the precedent,
speaking now as an observer of politics
because I'm-no longer a participant," ,
he went on, "but the 'one party system
in the South is just as ebjectionable ail
in/hese nations where we've seen them
trying to handle niatterie,. without
granting a dissenting party the right to
criticize or challenge them."
It was with this reasoning, he
explained, that_he was advocated all of
his life the developffient of a strong
Republican party in the South, but, he
said, "I think they are overdoing it."
-A native of Pope County, Ark., Hays
also served as president of-the Southern
Baptist Convention in 495749, and -is
founder and director of the Ecumenical
Institute at Wake Forest University. '
A Southern Moderate, he is best
known for his role as mediatorduring 
PARIS _( AP ) - The
Concorde supersonic jetliner
the early stages of integration in
-Arkansas. In mid-1957,....he brought keg" test flights 
to New York
leg
President Dwight -Eisenhower and 
today:after a al battle that
Arkansas.' governor,- Orval _Earibus, began almat two years 
ago.
-Neighbors ff-Kennedy-airport
together in an attempt to forestall the
Rock.desegragation criai.s. -
His defeat in the election of 1958
through a write-in campaign by a white
supremacist was a direct result of his
moderate position on the integration
issue. •
One of the highlights of his West
Kentucky stay, he said, has been his
-visit-to the_Lend-Between thelokes.. --
He- was -appointed to the Tennessee-
Valley Authority.:s board of directors by
the late President Eisenhower and
served during much of -the time during
which the 177,000-acre recreational
area was being developed.
Dr. Strohecker New President-
Kentucky Library Association
'Dr. Erwin C. Strohecker,
Dean of Libraries and
Chairman of the Department
of Library Science at Murray
State Unisrersity, was
installed as president-of the
Kentucky Library Asociation
for the coming . year at the
Association's annual
conference at Drewbridge
Motor Inn, Fort Mitchell,
October 6-8.
The theme - of 'the
conference, which marked the
70th anniversary of the KLA,
was "Libramation for the
1980-s."
Dr. Strohecker, a native Of
Allentown, Pa., who has been
a Murray State faculty
mesiiber since 1972, is
currently serving on the
Governors Advisory Council
on Libraries, the Steering
Committee of the Governor's
Pre-White House Confernece
on Librfries and Information





Other staff members from
the University Library who
attended the three day
conference were Ernie R.
LAKE DATA
'Kentucky Lake, 7 a .m.
355.3.
Below dam 305.3, down 1.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.3,
up-0.1.
Belo* dam 315.0, up 15,




Arno-taw Motors 4 -7- 4
Ashland Oil 31% -1-%
AT&T 60% -4
Ford Motor Co.. . . . . . ,, 44% one
Gen. ics ira A.
Gao tiotors 65% unc
Gen. Tire  niii -4-34
Goodrich 19% -7.
Gulf Oil  77% -4
IBM 255% -1433 -4
22% line
7% -4
Western Union .. . '  - WI -4
Zenith Radio .. . 13% '-7.
Prices of Mock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp. of
Murray, are as follows: _
eleublein Inc 21% 4-'.
McDonald. Corp, 46 -7.
Ponderosa Systems 13 .4
Kimberly Clark 354 -74
Union Carbide ... . ....  Ct.,. .4 .
W.R. Grace . . ... , . . , 264 unc
Texaco 277. +7.
General Elec.  50; -7.
GeorgliCeg;acific  . . 25% + 4
GAF 9', -7.
Pfizer 26% • -44,
inl Walters.... . . . ... 2" 4.1.
Kirsch - 174, +'
Disney  ,irea -sa •
FrimIdin NOV *  tst +t.
Bailey, Miss Jetta Culpepper,
Mrs. Laurie Gray, John
Griffin, Dr. Keith Heim, Miss-
Ann Herron, Mrs. Betty
Hornsby, Mrs. Quava
Honchul, Mrs. Margaret
Terhune, Mrs. Lilly Williams
and Dr. Yushin Yoo. Thomas
Scholar and Miss Carol Veitch




Prices of stocks at local interest at
moo today furnished to the ledger &









who fought against the
Cdricorde's landing' there Said
they planned no protest
activity, but security at the
airport was beefed up for the
Concorde arrival. The test
flights are to get the plane
crews ready for commercial
service starting Nov. 22.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Carter is extending
his trip to the Midwest and
Western state. Carter will
LE MINH XUAN, Vietnam
(AP) - A visit to "new
.economic zone" in the
marshes just west of Saigon
*found -that thousands of-
former city dwellers are
digging new canals, preparing
fields for fruit plantations and
building thatched huts under
the iron rule of Communist
party cadre. Officials said the
new zones are the Communist
regime's answer to the
overcrowding of the cities
caused by the war and to the
increasingly severe food
shortages that followed 'the
war.
spend Friday night on a farm
in Indianola, Iowa, and Inia
decided 'to extend his five.
state western trip by spending
Satufday night in Los Angeles".
Carter might schedule an
additional appearance
Sunday, presumably in the
Los Angeles area, before
returning to Washington.




Saturday mail deliveries and
small post offices stand a
better chance of survival after
action by a House committee
to provent_their elimination 
The House Post Office
Committee, voting Tuesday to
reor.ganize the Postal Service,
included guarantees that
Saturday mail deliveries and
rural post offices won't be







the man with these
initials has met the- -
demanding educatio-
nal standard), for life
insurance so im-
portant to you And
your 'Iarnily's
being. We con-
gratulate him for his
achievement 
But the significant
thing is not the -
- degree itseff. It's
Dave's concern with
doing a professional
job for°9ou. He spent
many hours studying
to qualify as one you
can trust and talk to
about your financial
problems and plans_









JOIN THE MOVE TO
MICHELIN
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Jo Curris, as President
Constantine Curris' wife and
official hostess of Murray
State, has .put her own
distinctive mark on the time
honored tradition of Open
House at Oakhurst after the
Homecoming Game. This
Open House is for all students,
- Alumni, faculty,. and in-
Kee- .terested TrTea&- of Murray
Both Curris' want people to
feel that they are very special
when they come to Oakhurst.
The emphasis is on showing
each gueet that their interests
and needs have been not only
considered, but anticipated.
Therefore, with all the
planning and organization for-
entertaining 300-500 people
--deka: lien' in advance, the
'--- atmosphere is relaxed, the
attire as befitting a post-ball
game event, informal, and the
food hearty, but of the easy to
eat finger variety. Although
the food is simple, it is served
' on silver trays, beautifully
arranged and appropriately
garnished. The menu has been
thought out months in advance
and usually offers a few
pleasant surprises in com-
position or selection.
---------litecausellomeeeming is the
major University function of











Florial Design Class takes on
„the house as a special peeleet.
Usually the students, Mr. ,G
'' etTackett and Jo get together afew - weeks before
Homecoming to survey the
house. All the flowers at the
University ' are at their Over 382,000 adults who
disposal, as are containers of were disabled in childhood are
Homeroming At Oakhurst
assigned to make corsages
and boutonnieres for the
retired faculty who act as
hostesses and hosts for the
afternoon.
Frarieis Brown in the 14
Economics Department has
her selected class in Food
Preparation receive some
practical experience in the-
effort.
- In the past Jo has served
.chielnen peg legs, pumpkin
breed, donuts, fruit and
_eheese. This year she plans to.
serke molasses cookiee, a
cheese tray, hot fried pies, and
ribs with a very special seem.
The Curris' try to station
themselves at the front door so
—area by helping to prepare atM-that they can say a few words
arrange the feed served. --to-eaeli guest. They enjoy--
. The_erowds usually start seeing friends and meeting....
coming to the house directly people connected with Murray -
after the football, game and State over the years. The ,real
leave several hours later. secret to having parties Jo
Many people find that it is a feels, is that the host and
convenient place to meet hostess enjoy- themselves.
friends, see former in- This can be done effectively if
the party is orchestrated to




Currie also entertain liff-ge-
groups at Christmastime. For
these events Jo likes to select
themes to arrange the
- -
sure each guest has the best
time possible. The music, the
themes, the food, decorations,
and entertainment are all to
be thought of in terms of the
guests enjoyment. To do all
this Jo has heavily relied upon
not only the various academic
structors, and get organized
for the- rest of-the _ wee_k-end.
There are always More people
to see and cat& tip with than
eRected.
During the Open House
student and faculty musicians
play light music.
The main dining roan table--
is used as a double buffet and decorations and food around.
several small servint tablee--Costinnes can also add a great
are scattered throughout the deal to the evening by giving
house. In this way guests may the party to very festive aire.
have refills on the cider or try Above all, the primary put-
other tidbits without too much pose of entertaining is to-Make
tilts-Disabled
SSI Benefits
all varieties. Jo reports that getting Social Security
the designs are payments, according to a local--
executed and compfiment the Social Security spokesman.
house. A1313;1301nritUdellilFa_re" Monthly be"efittare Paid-t°
 --disabled adult sons and
,=-= daughters-of workers getting
ADVERTISING . Social Smarty retirement or
KADLINES payments-ahd of
deceased workers who worked
" long -enough under .cial
classi*PlaYs Security.
and regiita-F-TdA-Y,- "The benefits are paid to
must be submitted people -whose disability began
- by 12 noon, the day . before 22," the spokesman
before publication. mid; ,Atistiaily they haven1All -a-der
classifieds 
re 
must be been -abte-tuworklong-enough------Disabled--peopte
--may--
They get about $53 million a
month in Social Security
payments, he said.
--Under _the Social_ _Security
law, people are considered
medically_disabled when they..
have a severe physical or--
mental impairment and are




Single Grill Model S-60
Also available in
Ddoble Grill Model S-80
any--sulistant Wartia - for a- 
year Or mere.
Disabled people under 65 get
-Medicare coverage after
the.3eve been entitled to Social
Security disablity benefits for
24 consecutive months.
under Social Security to get be eligible for Supplemental
benefits on their own wetir-- -Securfty -- Income ffiS1)---- - -
record." payments if they have little or 4"
- no income and limited
cohesiveness, Jo liktne_too u-0- -440e-fuld-uuki"--413--
orc7inate the food. When --net uPPlialdiTimowledgro:-'entoilittzTirtio-ire---alttE=will ranee-Or bikftook---tu-----
acting in an official capacity natural areas today. TVA staff,
Jo. has found that guests ". at Land Between The Lakes
seemed.to enjoy terticipatint will Ise assisted by-the
directly in the party by con- American Mountain -Men, a
tributing a Sillecialdiaterhtris n a ti on a lly recognized
especially . true- : amOng organization dedicated to the,
younger people who are all preservation of the mountain
working. Everyone feels more way, of life, during the
at ease if the party contains a
good mix of people, • 
backgrounds, - -economic -
stet usc occupations, or
whatever. It gives the party- a-
- sparkle and a zest. New people--
can also ad an element
surprise to a party. Most of all
people 'should" feet special
spontaneity
for equipment,4Lehes, and.




you build your supplies slowly.
It is better to have few really
superior things than closets
full of things you will have to
replace.
The one thing Jo enjoys
more than anythin is her cook-
book collection. She pours
over it to get ideas for themes,
menus, table -decorations.
Inspiration never fails to_
-*-----strike-gtvm a bit of time with
'--her coiled-ion. She par-
ticularly recommends the
Time Life ethnic series and
her two favorite magazines,
Gourmet and Bon Appetit, She
finds ethnic booking intriguing
and adds a climension of its
- own to parties. Also, You do
-2 sot. do,. -something-exactly-
right, no opea'.js - -
When not performing her role 2% 16s. fresh spareribs
as -- Murray  State's- lociar -2"T. lemon 
hostess, Jo practices law with
the firm of Hurt and
Christorlher, and serves as
president of the Murray
Community Theatre.
She feels that this new group
exemplifies the way in which
the town of Murray, the
county, and the University can
all work together to create a
vital, viablei_creative outlet
for the enrichment of all of us.
Today Jo shared some of her
past Homecoming recipes.
She also invites all University
supporters to Oakhurst after
Murray State wink the big
game Saturday October 29.
gevileditikblets
Servat12
2 T prepared mustard
1 pk. seasoned coating mix for
pork
2 T chopped parsley
Have your meatman crack
ribs into Pe inch long pieces.
When ready to cook, cut apart
and separate into ribs. Place
ribs in a single layer on a rack
in a -broiler pan. Bake in a--
moderate over, 350 degrees,
turning several times for 1 LI
hours. Pour out pan drippings.
While ribs bake mix lemon
Juice and mustard in a cup.
Brush half of it over the ribs.
Sprinkle with half of the
coating mix.
Bake 15 minutes, turn the
brush with remaining
coating mix. Bake 15 minutes
lodger or until crisp. When
pet to serve, arrange ritgi in
JO CURRIS -
departments, but also tha-
Maintenance Department,
Food Service and General_
Services to keep things run-




chafing dish or in a keep-hot





1 c. firmly oacited brown
sugar
9 whole -
whole all spice 
4 cinnamon sticks, broken into
1-inch pieta!!
2 lemons, thinly sliced
Tie cloves, allspice and
cinnamon in a cheesecloth
bag. Place in a large kettle
with cider and sugar. Simmer
5 minutes. Just before .sere
ving, remove spice bag. SCOME.-_::2_
in mugs and float a-'--
slice on each serving..
Primitive Camping Weekend
Set At Land Between The Lakes
GOLDEN POND-LA three- weekend. -
day primitive survival Participants in the Weekend
"camping weekend is set for wllrbe-taught to regard a
Lend -netWeen- The Laker, natural area pot as a-how/Pile
_Ortnher —_environmen‘ but ass-place to-
me peoiffan-liiends fyonttei -.-PrevidefootentlinCOttd, 4-at,
shelter, and recreation.
tisnakes,nnnw anda pofatne:yb.0,.._
setting camp at Colson





magazine, will be the prin-
cipal instructor for --the,
weekend.
Preregistration k required
U--*-W than noes Tuesdidc,
Oct. 25 and will be limited_
-discussions ' will include more remote and prim ye
primittve- -firens a k ing ,--rearnping site and then eanqe
shelters, keeping warmin cold ---or- backpack back to base
Weather, foraging for wild camp Sunday.
foods, how to catch fish and Warren "Hawk" Boughton,
game,- 'cooking without eastern representative for the
utensils, direction findingrand American Mountain Men and
how to cope with insects, columnist for Gun, Week




sENERGY—Cook'n -Calun does not
require gas or electricity for cooking. All
you. ooed are Charcoal brigUettes and
flavoring wood,
sMONEY—You realize a saving on your
home eliergy bill Plus mealili go f
because there is less meat shrinkage
with Cook'n Ca 'jun .
sTIME—Charcoal water cooking is.vir-
Wally effortless and allows you to enjoy
leisuillkime as you wish.
.ORDER YOURS NOW for Christmas.




resources. About 2.1 million
blind and disabled people get
over $238 rnillion.a month in
Federal Blitzpayments. The
program, run -by the Social -
-Security Adnithistration, aLso
makes monthly payments to




benefits and SSI by calling or
writing any Social Security
office," the spokesman said.
The telephone number for
the -Paducah Social Security
office is-443-7506. The
telephone number for the
Mayfield Social Security
office is 247-8095.
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Located atiuchanan Resort
Close to Paris Landing
Ph. 642-8810
Scotty Bell
Sings & Plays The Organ
•
,
Save up to $6.00 off the n
1 Inner seal from Maxwo
frame or'one inner seal r
Mail to: Maxwell Hon- I
Please send me the it.
plus one inner seal f
ordered. I'll make the
Frorne
SPECIAL PHOTO FRAME OFFER!
ifaeturer's suggested retail price when you send
IfAise• Instant Coffee and $3.99 for the 11 x 14-inch
z4.99 for the 14 x 14-inch frame.
•;-) grame Offer, P.O. Box 700.9, Kankakee, III. 64e:I
)ave checked below. i have enclosed $  
well House Instant Coffee for each item I have




(Shown ahoy...L ,,„„. Photo Fr.'', - 1•4noti shown i , 4. .-,--.'- .' , 4 6 -` 19ffierdlloodarksilbriarrri   ------ „..--• --"--*----"—""k—......--.0 . .--.....-- 7---...7.......,,_ 
fog. „fro,
ibilfrit 30 registraitic' Par'
-pertteitants must be age.18 tor--
ever 'Mt -





TVA, Land Between The




instants in this handsome _
photo frarn-e-Tor vvalroT
tabletop.-Collecti protect" - -
and display your precieus--_
snapshots. -
Save up to $6.00 off
_the manufacturer's suggest-
ed retail price when you •
send one-hula seal front
Maxwell House-Instant
Coffee and $3.99 for the
11x14-inch frame or one
inner seal and $4.99 for the
14x14-inch frame.
It's your special offer
from Maxwell House
Instant Coffee — the -instant
with real coffee aromasthe
i)oment you open thejar.
And every cup will taste as
great as the last. Clip the
coupon npw for —
extra sacih
General Fonds Corporation, 1977 
I" SIM 1.111111S- 711111IR C01.67:17111111M .75671:
•.. •• •
when you buy any size
jar of Maxwell House'
Instant Coffee
Tokio. reuder t oer V to.rts 'rtrpnrat.n rem
htdote you for the fate ir•11111 • ,ospon ph, 4 for
handling ,(yo,. receive 1i on taw sale of the spertned
product •nd If upon request ra aurorae erodenre
thereof sat tofu-tory to General Foods remorse.,
( 00 P. may not be aestivate or I r ansferred4usturser
must pay any sales tar Ind where prolub. tared
at nuurscrud by Ian, hood o., USA Oat valuer
oo-thAr Weroctes,h3lirrs or others who 0: rut relaK
1 /Or Coup.n tf presented through
dtstobotorr of cur truer handure or opertnestly
ourthortutal Si, us to present coupons for rederaPt tort
For rulereptun of preperly reneved ind handled
coupe, toad to General Foods Corporatson. Coupon
Re&mptson Oak*. P9 Boa UM Kankakee Ill sow
Tins teepee rood ore, en Panties* of product
inalormeal. Ans.'s-her taiespanet_. at:idea freed
Please allow 6-8'weeks for delivery. Offer void where taxed. 1 OSVIeSOCbI? II. ISIScti
restricted, sr prohibited. 
° 30
fretxpires Oct.Qct. 31. 197ftp 
. •
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State Personnel Department Says:
_Flextime Coming Thing,
• •
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The state personnel
department, which hadled the
—way . Innovative work
schedules, believes that a
concept known as flextime
maybe the wave of the future
for many state employes.
Under the _plan. workus
:choose their own hours at a
;limited extent.
"It 109e5 err, e:ceetfei (well-- Cabinet Secretary James
:their 'own lives,' said Gray said be arid the governor
:Personnel Commissioner
:Addle- Stokley, S whose
department has completed
what she calls a successful
experiment with flextime..
In a report to Gov. Julian
Carroll,. she suggested other
departments could try "this
• progressive management"
plan.
"I think any self-contained
-"
-




Mrs. Stokley said Monday.
"Of course, where an
agency ls. institutions
scattered around the state or
where employes work around




impressed with the pilot,
project, and Gray asked other
cabinet seeretaries--to report
their reactions and
recommendations by March 1.
The Department of
Personnel used a. flextime
xh-Vule for its 180 employes
from last June 13 to Sept. 2.
It gave workers the frgedom
cox -AU*.
.7.1Regrets Passing Upi
1 3oy Who_Was ShOtteri,_ _
By Abigail Van Buren
i9176, TA•Oni ago Tr tbiine jws Syftd. Inc
' - •
DEAR ABBY: With the school social season Just
cotninencing, you'd be doing a real service to urge girls nal
to pass up a boy just because he's short.
, During my college years, a wonderful fellow tried many
times to date me. He was bright, popular,' kind and had a
- great sense of humor, but he had one fault. He was shorter
than I was. So I never dated him.
• Finally- I married a WI, handsome college athlete. He's
'conceited, lazy and dumb.. We live from hand to mouth.
The short fellow I wouldo't-evers 'dates
successful professional man. He married a beautiful girl
. who adores him. She's half-a-head taller than he is, but
nebedrAetme_tst.notixe.. aheAtes be -hp*-status
and security. Every time I see her. I think, "there but for
the cockeyed values of my youth go 1.4 ,
Print. this: Abby. Many. girls can learnx from it-
- MISSED THE BOAT
DEAR MISSED: And speaking of boats that have been
missed, let's look at the guys -who've left themselves oath.
dock.
I refer to fellows who wouldn't data a girl because she
was a little too short, or tall, or skinny, or plump. She may
haye been intelligent, kind, lots of fun and eager ‘toplesal,
but because she had less-than-lovely limbs or an
unfortunate complexion, she was bypassed.
So now that the school social season is commencing,
boys, look around. Give the plain girls a chance. You may
do yourself a favor that will last about 50 years.
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the 13-year-old boy who
impregnated a 1.5-year-old 451 seemed 'to contain
overtones of "Mitch& bgging. He -The iialehts
maide_4_terrible,f00,7 Wh_At did he expect—a new bicycle?
Abby, I wish you had said that although puberty may
ocCui quite -eirry—in hieboyS1t isiwt-the only sign -of





DEAR READER: Well said. And so does a real woman.
DEAR ABBY: My husband was recently honored at a
banquet by the company he works for.
At the  end  of the p_rograrni_he was called ilkan to say a
few words. When he reached the-inicfione, everyone
stood up and., applauded.
As his wife, I felt it would be out of place for me to stand
up and applaud my husband, but my heart was applauding.
-Did I do the right thing by remaining seated?
SECOND THOUGHTS
-
DEAR SECOND: I think you should have applauded
with your HANDS as well as with your heart.
to arrive at early as f a.m. or
work as late as 6 p.m. — as
long as each reported from
930 a.m. to 3 p_m_ — known as
"core time," Monday through
Friday. -
The employe -had to
schedule working hours so
that each worked a standard 7
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope please.
INTRODUCING WIliNE
DOG FOOD
This is a quality dog food comparable with any top
brand. High protein and high fat content
.. Only ICI° for 50 lb. bag
Save even more by bringing this ad and receive
$100 off on 50 lb. bag
of bite size Wayne Dog Food
Offer expires Oct. 31, 1977





Specializing in Grooming and boarding of our
canine freinds
_ Noun: 9-6 Mon.-Sat.
• Owner-bperators
Barbara arid Sharks Snyder
1/2-hour day.
Lunckbreaks ranging from
one-half hour to 1/2-hours
were allowed-but each




maintained all public services
during the traditional 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. hours. 
, _
Mrs. Stokley reserved ..the
right to override individual
schedule requests, but said
that because of the even
distribution of request!. she
never had to do it.
Workers had to sign in and
out, and these records were
'used as one basis of the
personnel department's
report..
After the experiment ended,
the agency received 168
completed questionnaires
from employes. Some finds
and conclusions:
-Eighty four per cent of
employes chose a flextime
schedule.
—Although the remainder
kept to the routine timetable,
satisfaction can be found in
employe preferences for
flextime rather than the
traditional schedule or a four-
day week ( which also was
tried by the agency
previously)," Mrs. Stokley
said.
The reason cited most often
was that the employe had
more time for personal
matters. Three-fourths said
so.
The reason least cited was a
saving on lunch costs. One-
measure of _eniklp_te fourth said so.
most indicated a preference
for flextime.
"Apparently knowing they
could change their schedules
was of some value even
tliough they chose not to
exercise that option," Mrs.
Stokley said.
—Although supervisors
guessed most workers would
choose early hours the pattern
was split, with just as many
preferring late schedules.
"The most surprising and
perhaps most revealing
The disadvantages of
flextime drew minor reaction
— all under 10 per cent except
for 12 per cent who said they
did got like to sign in.
Mrs. Stokley's conclusion:
-Employe morale was never
higher and worker
productivity remained at a
very high level."
Perhaps a tribute to the
experiment's success, she
said, is that "no outside
















This big pumpkin will
hold lots of treats! Strap




Be the imaginary person you al-
ways wanted to be with our large.



















88Scary spider, skeleton, witch,bat, vampire, devil. ghost,
ape, and pretty Cinderella.
9-9 Mon.-Sat. Bel-Air Shopping Center
1-6 Sun. Equal Opportunity, Employer

















man, 6 Million Dollar
man, Wonder Woman and





SP1DERMAN PONCHO w/MASK . 1.77
1
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Flour 5 Lb .  15'
15 oz. CAN
Dog Food ' " 15'
IODIZED
Salt 26 oz.  15'
PINK





































NA "TEXAS STYLE" BIG 12 OZ. CAN
BISCUITS
• SA 1 f; 0 'V iit:ii. TH BE II T1 1/I)''
MOUTHWASH
LISTERINE
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will have the opportunity to
hear a varied program of
-recitals and lectures when the
Kentucky Music- Teachers
Association holds its---annisal---
state convention at the
University of _ Louisville,
School of Music,- 9001
ShelbyvWe Road, on October
30, 31, and. November j, Ac-
cording to an announcement
by the Association'fpreSidefit,
Dorothy Hartsell of Louisville,
the convention program




pearing at the convention will
be Paul Kling, violinist,
-retornlim from Canada for the
event, Lee Lu-Visi, - in--
ternationally acclaimed
- concert plant*, Kim- Nolen, A
remarkable 102year-old
violinist, and the Morehead
tate_University Trio. .
. Of special interest to
vocalists will be a lecture
"Coaching Young Singele-by
Eric Dahlheim of the
litniversity of Illinois, and
rusic
uier by Dr. Jay Wilkey of
uthern Baptist Theologtcal
' ry, "Vocal Chamber
of the Baroque Era."
t Pianists will find a-wealth of
• eas in the three sessions
voted to :'Ornamentation in
eyboard Performance in the
aroque, Classic and
mantic Eras" . to be
•
"20th Century Piano Music?" '
Dr. Ron Baud, Southern
Baptist, will present "Applied
Muir Teaching. the . One On.
One Relationship" and Dr.
Gerhard Her* will speak .on
"The History of the
Rediscovered 14 Canons by
Bach."' •- • • •
- Also on the program will be -
sessions of interest to string
players, organists, and
The annual State piano an4
voice competitions for high
school students who won their
• regional contests' last sprit%
and collegiate piano, vocal.
and instrumental auditions
will also be heard, as will the
third annual All-State Piano
Ensemble under the direction
-7cif Yaille- Bre-sai:- The-
latter event, in which 50 to 60




••••ieem,,,.,, — • -44191 .4r
461"111411110M---s :). •,, sr • —crisiliir.:.-Z,.....-- ,ww• .
•
CRUSHING CANE - Janet Caldemeyer, Murray, works at crushing
sorghum_cane for the recent molasses malting demonstration at Empire
Farm. The farm is located in Ladd Between The Lakes, TV7t's 170,000-acre
become a "feature" of each outdoor demonstration area in west Kentucky and Tennessee.
convention. .
The Convention registration
-fee for KMTA members is special AP Report
$5.00-and 1)1?n-members,
$6.50. Membership does may
also be paid at the registration • Cambodian Conditions In
desk.- Further information -
may-be ',obtained from Mrs.
Sheperdsville. •Ky., 40165.
Bruce 'Hartsell, Box 261, Vietnam Called 'Desperate'
resented by Dr. Willardplay at the Worcester Art M
mfr.:. &Wit Datilr.1.01ge•__Ie_tallilMth -
m Houston, Texas, and The show consists of
- , HANOI,, _Vietnam ( AP) -
JAPANESE ART Some 60,000 Cambodians have
-WORCESTLilt; Mass. ( AP) --- been ?granted asylum, in
An exhibition titled -Zenga and Vietnam in the past year and
Nanga: Paintings by Japanese ._are . living in ,..des_perate
Monks and Scholars" ison dis- • • the outskirts of
m Dr. Jerome uderra s ,cro s an screens.
PARKER FORD
BODY SHOP
Specializing in all types of Auto Body Repair .on










Sa_igoo and in the_Eovinces
-foimerL:SO-uiK.•
78 Vietnamese capital,
diplomatic sources in Hanoi
At least 16,000 of these
• -refugees are trying to leave
Vietnam- abd- have-asked the
Hanoi office of the U.N. High
Commissioner FOr Refugees
for help. .
Most of the refugees are
reported to have been small
trader. businessmen,
manufacturers or employes in
Sh'ilps, :business houses and
TiCaTiiifacturing cOnCe-rrir ..-7-
Mist' are 'said -to be from
- towns from which the entire-
population w - moved.




government has been looking
after the Cambodian refugees
despite its own  food shortages
and economic clifficuITES--,"-
_ one diplomat said. -The
CambOdifni- *afe -reCiiVing
rice rations that just keep
them alive and are under the
. ration of 14 kilos (30.8 pounds)
every Vietnamese gets per
month."
The source also said the
• Cambodians are allowed to
work as small businessmen
'arid vendors.
-"That - means... thei___ can
• peddle theirlast belongings to
stay alive," he said.
A diplomat from
nonaligned country who is
stationed in Phnom Penh, the
Cambodian capital, reported


















Or Enjoy Our Famous 15 Foot
Salad Bar
A meal in itself, you'll find it
a true delight.
We Deliver An j'  We SO I
and his colleagues know
almost nothing about what is
going.on in the country.-
.4Ne lieve-tolixeinshptel in
downtown Phnom Penh which
we can never leave," he said.
"The food_ Is delivered  tous
- --4rvirrr-thir-outs2- We cannoi-
even go out on the pavement
outside the hotel."
Western observers in Hanoi
say thiy have practically-no
information -about the
situation • along- the-
- Ce'mtddian-Vietnatnese
frontier. Last August, some
Vietnamese newspapers
reported clashes along the
border. But in a visit with a
German tourist group to a
province abog.20 miles from
Cdibbodian frontier, this




have full diplomatic relation*.
Rut•diplomatS in Vietnam sae:
they believe the Vietnamese
government has not returned
any refugees to Cambodia.
"-In this respect the-
Vietnamese have acted with
more respect for basic human
rights than some of the other••
Southeast Asian nations" One
Western diplomat said.
He was referring to
governments that have
refused to admit refugees
from the Indochinese
countries.
Of the 16,000 Cambodian
refugees who have asked the
U.N. commissioner for helfS,
CO nsultative,
Diagnostic,
3,000 have received entry
visas for France. Seventy
have received West German
visas, and U.N. officials
believe West Germany may
take 150 more. Belgium also
wilUakelSO. 
---Weiravestacks-of-requeste-
in our desks," said an official
of the West German embassy
in•Hariol,
Let's Stay Well By F J L Blasingarne, MD
Impotence In A -
Middle-Aged Husband
Q. Mr. K.D. writes that
he- -is troubled with impo-
tence. He is in his mid-
thirties! He is in good
health and has, not had
such a problem with his
sex life before. He Is hap-
pily married Ufa devoted"
and loving wife to whom he
has always been faithful.
He asks if a medil-ine is
available that might -be'
helpful - a tonic or vita-
min. A friend suggested
sex outside of marriage. aa
a form of treatment, but
Mr. K.D. fears failure, dis-
ease, and damage to his•
happy married life.'
A. Impotence occurs in
most men at one time Or
another. Such episodes can
be regarded as normal if
they do not persist or recur
too frequently. No medi-
cine or vitamin will pre-
vent such occasional impo-
tence nor bring you relief.
Research looks favorable
on--a- -drug - that-may. be
helpful, but it will be sev-
eral years before the medi-
cation is availattle, even if
-the-later studies show-that
it is safe and effective. You
mention that you are in
- • good health, and such a
fact is roassuring in your
history. An infection can
impair libido such as oc-
curs with Influenza or a
common cold. If your
symptoms. persist you
need a careful examine-
14bri-4 o -rate: out an-infer-
tion.
In your case, the most•
Likely cause is psychologi--
cal-You _should rrAmine 
your life situation to see if
you have had an increase
in stress in your work. Are
you overly ambitious io
your--aeeorriplishments or
your desire .for money?
Have you had a build-up in
anxiety about some prob-
lem other_ than your .sbx
- Have- -you been
depressed,, and has your
depression; if present,
caused you to have any
cliff-IC.1d* in going to sleep?
Impotence often goes
along with a state of
depression, even a mild
one.
If you find that you may
have some psychic ten-
sions such as I have
described, an, insightiabout
them may bring you relief.
If it does not come prompt-
ly, I suggest that you see
your physician for a physi-
cal checkup and a review
of the stress- situations--in
your life. In the meantime,
don't try to force sex on
yourself. Explain your
pooblems to your wife-with
whom‘you appear to enjoy
a close and wholesome
marital relationship. In
_fact_ it Is often- wise to
avoid sexual intercourse at
such times and substitute
affection, tenderness, and
other body contact. They
preserve a closeness with
your wife andalayserveto
stimulate sexual. desire
naturally, within the near
future. .,,.
DOGHOUSE CONVERTED
OMAHA, Neb. ( AP) - It was
built as a doghouse. Now it is
serving as a playhouse for ha-
mans. 
The house, large enough to
hold a few small children, was
once the residence of Mr. Red,
the Irish setter pet of Mr. and
Mrs „David 'Pape.
It 'Sits 40 Stilts. Why does it
sit on stilts? Mrs. Pape -doesn't-
really know except that maybe
Mr. Red was an "uppity" dog.
• Anyway, her hnhand traded
Mr. Red to his parents for an-
other dog, -Sneekie.--Sitookie
spend most of 'his time- Initcle
the Pape residence, so the
Pape children, Ben, 3, and
Paul, 1, have converted the
doghouse into their own' "fort."
Snookie has visiting privileges.
I 
Free for the Asking!
write _ '
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
- . -Box 307, Murra1CY 42071 - —
Clinic Set
A one-day consultative and
diagnostic hear clinic for
medically indigent children
will be. held in the Graves
County Health Department,
Mayfield on _Friday, October
21. This clinic will serve





Dr. Robert Solinger and Dr.
Francisco Elbl, co-directors of
the Kentucky Children's Heart
Clinic,. Nortqp-Children's
Hospital, Louisville,. and other
physicians from the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine, will conduct the
Cô'ponsored by the inn-
tucky Heart Association, .the -
Bureau for Health Services,
and the County Health
Departments, the clinic
provides a diagnostic service
for the patient, along with
recommendations for
treatment and Management of
the case. It also provides an
opportunity for the referring
physician to consult with-the
clinician regarding his
patient.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being undeswritten
by the Kentucky Heart
Association and the Bureau
for Health Services. Clinic
personnel and equipment will
be provided by the • Graves
County Health Department as
well as the Bureau for Health
services and the Kentucky
Heart.sAmeaciation.
Only those children who .
_ lave a wrillefireferriLfroma_ .
..p(iysjcianAll be *flitted to...
the clinic.
Complete with all hardware Two fluorescent
included. 53-227
Extension Cord (53 123 5)
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The Friendly Folks at-OtascoHope









All-purpose portable work center,
giant vise and sawhorse in one! Con
be used anywhere-workshop, garage
44










Sturdy 1'/1 MP motor. Bezel a.







Eon-forced hot air • Instant heat element • Ther-
mostatically controlled • Safety tip-over switch
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ENERGY SAVING KIT. C
Clear plastic covers foraB 
four windows so 191 2
• .
Metal/Felt Weatherstrip
40 195 1 • 117
DUCT TAPE. Withstands
extreme heat or cold-
indoors or outdoors. 2-
in. • 30-14. 40t949
, .
































EDWARDS SCHOOL — Students and teachers of the Edwards School in the class of 1915 are, left to right, front row
— Nomi (Kuykendall) Olive, Adolphus Harrelson, Parvin Young, Sam Wikerson, Leonard "Dink" Paschall, Jewel
(Morris) Key, Johnny Harrellson, Bob On, "Little" Marion Sumweees,Gaylon MorrikMyrtle (Monis) Vaiselykg second
row - Rudy On-, Jessie (Morris) Paschall, Hubert Marshall, Ray Paschall, Dewey Marshall, One Monis, Waymon
Young Milburn Harrellson, Hassell Todd, Teacher Mayme (Nance) Page, Edward Marshall; third row — Purn Nance,
Alma Wilkerson, Fleet Harrellson, Zipora Morris, Odie Morris, Bertie (Morris) Jenkins, Coyn Nance, Ida ocuykendall)
Elldns, Aubrey Nance, Offie Orr. -- -
$3- Mill ióñ Aàilãble
To Winterize Homes
Obion Creek Backers,
Opponents Still At Odds
MAYFIELD—Both badtbra
and opponents of a U.S. Arinf;
Corps of Engineers plan to
dredge Obion Creek are still at
odds.
Backers of a project that
wand chrumelize some 431
miles of Obion Creek toured





Attending the meeting were
members of Kentucky
Legislature interim com-
mittee on Agriculture and
Natural Resources. State Rep.
Ward "Butch" Burnett, D-
-Fulton, a plad supporter,
Invited interim committee
members to come down for
the tour.
According to published
.reports, Burnett called EPA's --
ruling "bad" and claimed it
will put hundreds of farmers =-
out if business plus will wipe
out tax money.
Dr. Michael Miller, a
Murray State University
Englinsh professor, a lobby
group bent on stopping
channelization of the Obion
Creek and Bayou du Chien
Creek.
EPA's move has delayed the
project indefinitely.
Harry Roberts, a Clinton
ittcirtiei rind contact person
for the Obion Creek Water-
shed Conservancy District,
said people in the district have
spent $3-million getting ready
for channelization. Roberts
said the Obion tributary and
upland improvements are of
no value unless the water has
a ciumnelized outlet.
Three farmers on the tour
said wildlife and fish
habitation have increased on
Little River since im-
provement in 1959-1964.
Gilbert Sears, a University
of Keatucky community
development extension
vecialist - who. lives in
Calloway county, -
manmade solutions to'
manmade problem in con-
nection with the creek.
CURB CRAMMING — Robert -Dyer, a Unive
Kentucky freshman sociology major from Murray, uses
the edge of the sidewalk for a makeshift place to study
on the UK Campus in Lexington.
FRANKFORT — Gov. --andhëTPth 
--
Julian Carroll today said more people reduce future fuel
than $3 million will be used to expenses."
Make the homes of Kentucky's According to Departznezd
4ovr4ncome and elderly forywww Resources (DHRt
reteilir— Secretary Peter Conn, the
efficient." department's Bureau for
The money is the unused Social Insurance received
portion of funds from the approximately n,500 requests
federal .Special Crisis In- for SCIP assistance by the
tervention Program (KIP), _Sept. 15 extended deadline.
which channeled $4.6 mink"' Bureau . officials expect the
into Kentucky's Department final total of assistance to be
for Human Resources in July. slig,htly less than $1.5 million.
"First priority for the funds The $3 million-plus balance
was to provide relief to people is being transferred from the
who have been unable to pay social insurance bureau to
last winter's high fuel btlls," DHR's Bureau for &nisi
`...41_-.Sarvice, which will contract
witbiacai community a -remains aner miuiniet wie agencies • , for the
commitment will be used te weatherization projects:
The money will pay fi
insulation and other
materials. The community-
action agencies, -which a1 -
non-governmental, regional
service organizations, will use
federal .money. under the
f 'Comptehenelve--Employment
Training 'Act-TETA/ to hire
workers for the program.
CETA employment --
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HELPS E YOUR WHOtE *-
4FAMILY WITH THESE CHILLY SAVINGS
OCT. 1 — 4
*Novahistines Elixir
Strong tantily„
7.1. cold medicine you






























































































Takes tmg 3&x 41i" ancteconomi.
cal 31kr 316'60 second super
color prc tures
A low-priced camera


























































































Hunts luicy & Flavorful (VVith Coupon)
MAN WICH 
Such Blackeye, Purple Hulls, Pintos, or
CHILI HOT BEANS 
16 OL Can 4 for $1.00
COP% Olt






Besser '2.24 Regular Value
TRASH BAGS 
PORK 11
BEANS 141/ sa ass
Purex Fabric Softener 15 Off
TOSS & SOFT 40 Ct. B0111.39
Hqjletz Koscisukowy
FRESH POLISH PICKLES 432 70:c. Jaraft889
Hyde Park
BLACK PEPPER  
09444
Hem, 4with Coupon)
 16 OLIN.• 89P.
Green Giant Frozen Peas Or
GOLDEN CORN 
PAGE 74 nu 111111MAY, Ky., LEDGER & TOMS, Wednesday, October 1E, 1177
Ookfrom






Frosty Mom Beef or Regular
Big John US. Choke
SIRLOIN TIP STEAK 
Big John U.S. Choke




CORNED BEEF BRISKET 
Eckrich
POLISH SAUSAGE 




Whole Or Shank Half
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Bel-Air Shopping Center























:sgt $$$$$$$ •V •0<t•U Iill1.1•PMAS•
LIESITIN OINTMENT












REG. 53.59 Head &Shoulderi,GleeM,Sureand Scope
HP, H.1 .tenet
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Ban May Come
Bacon Preservative Ordered Tested
'WASHINGTON (AP) — The
federal government says it
-inten_cts, _to ban the chemical
used to cure bacon, ham and
lunch meats unless





manufacturers to .test the
preservative, sodium nitrite,'
to see whether it gets with
Substances to torm a
cancer-causing agent,
nitrosamine.
Animal tests have shown




among the most potent agents
causing liver and other
cancers, said Carol Tucker
Foreman, assistant
agriculture secretary.
"i don't think it is an
imminent health hazard," Ms.
Foreman said in a telephone
Interview. If vie did, we
would act irfunediately. But
there is cause for concern."
The department will
initially concentrate on bacon
manufacturers, whomake the
widest use-if sail-mil nitrite,
said Ms. Foreman, who
prefers that designation.










- BATH BEADS REG. $1.79
*REGULAR -











gives the bacon industry until
Jan. 18 to produce the test
results. Some authorities say
that frying bacon with high
heat as well as the normal
digestive process can cause
nitrosamine formation.
If tests link sodium nitrite to
cancer, the department would
publish a proposed ban on the
chemical, invite comments
and then order a final
prohibition on its use, Ms.
--Foreman said.
•_ She said final regulations
for sodium nitrite in bacon
could be published by next
summer.
Subsequent testing
deadlines will be set for
manufacturers of sausage,
corned, beef, salami, bologna
and other products.
Sodium nitrite prevents
growth of bacteria that can
cause the deadly poisoning
known as botulism. It also
gives products a rosy color.
-
Ms. Foreman said the meat .7
industry and the Agriculture
Department are developing a
substance using Vitamin E


































PASCHALL SCHOOL — Students and teachers of the Paschall School in the class of 1916 are, left to right, front row
— Ester (Nance) Deering, Winnie (Story) Dowdy, Grace Pickard, 0. T. Paschall, Dimple (Story) Hays, Noble Nance,
Golden (Tarkington) Fries, Mary Pickard, Gaylon Paschall, Viola Hall, Flayus Norman, Maybem Key; second row
Burke (Hall) Dublin, ).-C,Bumpas, Willie Mae McClain, la_a_ry_irlior_re_s_, aadys-Hall, HaffordStory, lierba (Halt) Paschall,
Hollin Jones, Ercelle Bumpas, Fleetwood Paschall, Ruth (Bumpas) Cooe—y, Teacher Mamie (Nancer Page: third row —
_ Thelma (Bumpas)Eyans, Beatrice Tarkington, Byron Cathcart, Robbie (Hall) McGee, Basil Swift, Opal (Story) kuyken-






































































































































































Answer to Tuesds •se ztle-









1MUU. 6 Doctrine _
7 Flesh ,. 29 Lubricate 
• 
52 Long tor
8 Be present 30 Insect 53 Break
9 Beam . . .32tra9el suddently
10 Detece _a...Radler vetth.. 6.64.4t4 • •
Ii Jog 36 Race& 57 Pronoun
16 7 hree - toed lettuce 59 Distress
sloth 37 Hint signal
18 Things in 39 Short sleep 60 Devour






20 Obstruct 43 Number
22 Powertu: 46 Cut snort
hitter 48 Nahoor
25 Young boy sheep













T----1,-1-- # . !
•-: -,.---?, t-23 12; 21 fl, --* 29 30-
-
••••Fl7.-:- - -,•,.. 33 I 351_1;1 ... 14G-...,. --. -7


































MiN, Ppt50s.IER 09 5A.UNI1ruRaa our
CLY•VA 1 r 55vne OTHER azime, se,
must v•-I buisr HELP HIM CARRY



















JESUS says in Matthew
28:19, 20. -Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
-- in- the - ininte - of the
Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost:
Teaching them to ob._
serve all things what-
soever I have corn-
manded you: And, lo I
am with you always,---
even unto the end of the.-
world." This directive
was to the disciples bur'. " tran . '-
is also binding upon all 
Christians today. Are BELTONE .FACTORYyou observing all things fresh batteries. Walliscommanded you in the Drug Store, Murray, Ky.pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you have no • 
Call 753-1272.
promise of eternal life.
For assistance eall 753-
0984.
1. ?twice





January 20. Price is $15.




number In party and
half of reservation.




reservation by 8 a.m. or
deposit. Doors open
-at,„6 a.m. daily. Phone
224-2926. Send to J & M
Feezor Hunting Club,












Full time night shift
waitress. Apply in per-
son
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring Us yours for extra.
copies. Made from adY
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
_Artcraft_ 118 South 12th,
- 753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
A phone call to us can •
42' SAYE,















YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
5 lnst And Found
FOUND VEMALEArish





clean-up, man. apply in






WHEN YOU SAID FISSIPN,
I THOUGHT OF FISH IN'-
FOR TUNA PIANO TUNAS
MAKE NILISIC MU$1C
MAKES ME WANTA


















wE Don:7 HAVE ANY
•
Al-144.. SHE'S TOO Bf.AUTI FUL













someone just out of
trade school to work in
local AMA engine shot."
Must have own tools.
Salary open Reply to 32
F.
LOCAL STORE wants




open. Reply in own
handwriting to 32 F.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
for full time sales clerk.
Apply in person Thom
McAn Shoe _ Store,
Olympic Plaza, 2-5 p.m.
No phone calls.
3PIE 1.70
14 Want To Huy
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669. •
15 Articles For Sale
SALE ELECTRIC heater,




heavy lined, 24" A 42",




sale. 13.50 per rick.
Delivered. Call 437-4731
or 437-4346.




TV ANTENNA with 40'
telescopic pole. Good
condition. $25. Call 492-
8861 After 6 p.m. _
ANTIQUE LIBRARY
table or couch table.
Call 436-2289.
FOR SALE firewood, any






Duncan Phytc diningEARN MONEY NOW. 
room suite, pbsterTake order. for . hiss bedrooT suite, niceJewelry. tail for -free-- hiCie4;bed-couch, otliercatalogs on toll free 800- 
furniture. Call 435-4128.631-1258.
SOMEONE TO TEAR
dovin and clean up crib
with shed on each side,.


















to -4 -en. Saturday, $2.50;-
hour. References--
required Call 769-1087
after 6 p.m. • 4
PERSONS IN-
TERESTED in 2nd or
3rd income capable of
earning $300-$500 per
month. Possibly from





needs work of any kind.




and consolidation. 6 per
cent interest 5.000 to
500,000,,. Call 502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m.
SALE ALUMINUM
ladder 5' $12.88, 6' 614.88.
16' $18.88, 20' $24.88, 24'
$32.88. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
TOPPER FOR long bed
. picttup and.clUal axle 6 x
20 flat trailer. Call 753-
8500.
FROM WALL TO WALL,












$17.88. Single lever type,
$22.95. Wallin Hardware
Paris.
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8











14. Want To Buy




WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515
WANT TO BUY u0ed air
Electric, 74104 or 753-
' -1561_,_- • t•-„. _
-
LIKE NEW leaf shredder
- and compost grinder
with bagging' at-
tachnient. Grinds twigs,




15. Articles Fos Sale
TWO BURNER kerosene
heater, $15.00. Single
roll away bed, $15. Call
753-3720,
16, Home Furnishings
KING SIZE bed, $85. Call
474-2357 after 5 p.m




6' SLIDING patio doors
$100. Call 753-3922,
AIR CONDITIONER,
black and white T.V. set.
Call 753-'7769.
COAL HEATING stove.
, Only 2 ton been burnt.








oven timer. $15 per
month. WAC. For in-
formation call 758-0595.












one bed side commode
chair, one walker, hand





with s.4 chairs, also
naugahyde wing back




trash compactor. $14 per
month WAC. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
ONE WHITE G.E. dish-
- washer, $16 per month




with 8 track, AM-FM
stereo, turntable. $15




Zenith 19" color TN- VP"




tique Queen Ann mohair
chairs. Need
reupholstering. 1966








FOR SALE 350 John
















Ventilated rib - $195.
Remington 20 gauge
light weight, ventilaged






6" Barrel nickle plated,
pearl grips, western
style, single action.
Brand new in box. A










item. Also one old model
mandolin. Gibson model





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.






South .3rd, z Paducah.'
Phone 1-443-7323.
SALE BATH TUB faucets
old style, $8.95. Modern




27. Made Home Sales
FOR SALE OR RENT,
1976 Double wide mobile
home, like new. 24 x 60.
Call 474-2230.
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,





29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x6$ MOBILE HOME, - --
water and trash pickup.
furnished, $125 plus
deposit, ce11 753-9539
after 6 p. m.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
trailer, water furnished.
Prefer 2 boys. Call 753-
0957.







AVOW Cattly 144~ Itepwrs
'Kelly's Termite
Pest Control
Nemo weed mid spersted wet a












SALE CHAIN saw chains
au" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
bar, $8.95. 16" bar, $9.95,-
*- APT-Will°. 96, W' bar ---saw-7k  jj-
bargain in sprockets and







SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each,
Daisey, BB's, 1500 pack




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts._
Call 753-3280. •
30. Business Rentals
BODY SHOP OR clean uri. -





stereos at the lowest
prices in West Ky. We
service what we .sell,
this includes lake area. .
llA work . is gussanteect_
so come to Sissons
Zenith Sales and save.
Highway 94, 18 miles
West of Murray. Open--
7:30-5:30, or anytime by
appointment; phone *1-
382-2174 or 382-2743. -
We will give -Woe 'SO,
J100 Of up le 450 for
-you old T.V.
Choose Magnavox color
T.V. and we will give you
Ids for your old TN,
7 tow monthly payments
with old T.V. as down
payment. Come in and see




Caosintit St ., hiumt-Ey.
20' x 30' BUILDING,
concrete floor, excellent.
condition. -2/2 miles 917.,
East. $50. Call 753-8216.7
31. Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT house
for family of 3 in or near
Murray. Call 753-0734. -
32 Apartments For Rent
IIICE_ONE.REBROM






Central heat and air.




furnished, quiet neigh.... -
borhdod, low. utilltiesi.,
drapes, washer hOokup.,
$190pe7. month plus $100
-deposit. Couple or single-,





located next to campus.
Recently redecorated.
Call 753-8585.
27. Mobile Home Sales_
12 x qo MOBILE HOME
plus '74 addition. In-
cludes family room,
screen porch and car-
port. Storage building,
12 x 16 ft. Shady lot, 100 x











in country. $225 mon-
thly. 242 baths,
references. No pets. Call
753-8333 evenings or 753-
7671 days.
36 For Rent Or lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannaek 753-8851
between 8 and 5.
37 Livestock • Supplies t.
TWELVE WEINING ;
Pigs, 40 pounds, Call 436-










CongratulatiOnsJ Rent money is spent money_ko let uschow you how you can move into this 3 bedroom cot-tage-...large living room, eat-in kitchen_Priced in the teens.Give us a call. III bet the payments will be less than yourrent
, 753-1492
1200 Sycamore
Atte. Howe -.44 1.4-
loreita jobs 753-6079 11111rayne - 753-9794,
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38 Pets Supplies
COMPLETE DISPER-




will be sold cheap. Many
state fair and national
show winners. Also will
sell some cages, feeders
IM equipment=lor_
raising meat and shoW
rabbits at bargain






•MaLe. $50. Call 753-4917.
AKC REGISTERED
EAGLEIL_Puppies and
hunting stock. Shots and









potatoes for sale, Half











YARD SALE l mile East

























small business ...such as
antique shop,
43. Real Estate
70 ACRE FARM with
frontage on 2 roads, 60
tendable acres, tobacco
barn, all fenced with






281 40 SHOP for salKvican-.-
be used as a clean-up or
mechanic. Loctited tn
Hazel on Calloway
Street. Come by and Nov,
Ri_ALTLiff
professional offices, of  _ -
retail outlet. Located at 11P-,;.--_.,. ;',..,-&---sst----- '  -
corner of North 5th and ''""n" ''''' - "am"
Chestnut Streets. Shown - TELEPHONE 75A411B1  
sidered. Also 1958 new car purchase. Call
Par a 3_24.-.3_7.&2 or „unite 437-4205,-154-
.k appointment only,_so , , 8712 Box . 127, Hardyt,
- phone us today at BY OWNER-good land, "11-1Eti HAVE DISCOVERE9 A 1-00PHoLet automatic' needs paint' --Call 3$47820s. K
-. KOPPER:LID REALTY, 20 acres or more. 1N1 -THE PROPOSED BUSINE5SMEWS
753-1222. We •would love Beautiful home • site:. IWO-MARTINI - LUNCH TAg..., 1903. FORD VAN, 6
to, show .you this choice Near Ken Lake. Call 474- cylinder, straight shift.
, In'aPnitY•
3IE" X in NIP
49. Used Cars di Trucks
1950 CHEVROLET
PICKUP, truck with
new rebuilt motor. Call
753-7948. 4
1972 DODGE Poling.
Four door. Good con-
dition. Call 753-4865 after
1971 FORD PICKUP with
 - camper, sleeps 4, -air
FOR RENT - New 
conaktioned. 39,000
economy car, full-size mu 
Call 753.7104 after
-11140-,- pickup or 12 
passenger van. Murray
Leasing, :Inc. 753-1372.
49 Used Cars & Trucks




snow tires. 18 to 25 MPG.
$1495. Call 436-5548.
GUY SEANN REALTY
We go to extra lengths to
serve you. Your interest
and desire are our
primary eon hen













- Friday, 7,-5. Saturday 7.
12. Highway 121 South
Meadow Green Acres.
Toys, T.V. 9 x 12 gold
rug, big men's clothes,
furniture, dishes, lots
MOVING - 4 SALE:
Humidifiers,. corn-




plants, also other items,
and clothes. No junk.
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.
410 South 10th St.
111161C-E-- D UCED
45,000.00iiii this quality4-
bedrootn, 2 bath brick
home on tree shaded lot. -
Located only. 5 'Miles
northwest of Murray,
this home has central
heat and air, central..
vacuum system,
tercom, large _family






46 Homes For Sale
-46-7+ -CORVETTE; new
paint, tires, side pipes,
pearl red with red in-




Good tires, good con-
-.  337 N. PoPlar- dition. Call 753-8124.
DESIRABLE Pi ACRE
tract, located 5 miles








- srry - The priceis right
and SP is the location,
I. close to the aniveraity on
quiet residential street.
Four bedrooms and 2





the '20's. Phone HOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or °time by . our
conveniently located
• at 711 Main Street.
"Your Key To Nappy
House Hunting"





CARRELL COPE WOE EP
IN HAZEL-Double wide
mobile home on 44 acre
lot. 3 bedroom, PI bath
with central heat. Beat
the high cost of living
while enjoying over 900
sq. ft. of living area. Call
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263
anytime.
45. Farms For Sale
48 ACRE FARM. Ap-
proximately 35' ec-fes
tendable, tobacco, corn
and bean land. Off Higb-
way 121, 2 miles N. of




...f -+,-1114-- FETI -C711x13" .
FOR SALE OR TRADE,
1957 Chevrolet, 2 door,
hardtop, 327 motor,'
LAY AWAY a helmet or speed transmission.
any other motorcycle Mag Call 489-7434 after
accessory. Now. at Town __ n







1171 - FORD VAN,
•automatic, power
steering, white and blue.
$1750. Cap 753-8374 after
6 p.m.
46 Homes For Sale
OWNER-2 bedroom
remodeled house on 1
acre. Has nice rich
garden place. Come by
at Joe Hort* Route 3,
Box-119, off at Highway




DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.




---11tilkioring needs. Call -
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8131L---
CUSTOM CARPET Care. -
Steam clean one loom at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
_10', room would only be
_4E10. Call _743-1335.
ELECTRICALWIRING
holm or industrial. Call
Charles COOkSey ifter
p.m. 436-5896.
WESTERN Ky. num, PROFESSIONAL carpet
TRAILERS - complete and furniture cleaning.
Servicemaster offerssales and 
department at 1 
service 
44 and steam or dry foam
Route 68. codio, Ky. ca method. Servicemaster
522-1507: - -has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
WHITES CAMPER years, and are Number 1
- -SkILES-----tiegeborited In the professional
Starcraft dealer for both cleaning business today.
travel trailers and fold Call Servicemaster, 753-
-downs. 1978 models 4269today.-
arriving. We service




4 miles East of





patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-




The - ca 53,6614.
118.94 FET 1974 BLAZER, 4 wheel septic tank
and backhoe work
E78x14" + $2.30 FET: 'drive AM-FM stereo, 
_ 
FOR YOUR
F78x14" $21.15---1- 12:44 automatic, .goodyear needs. Also septic tank_FET4- -G78,114 - or 15" tra' _carer
office ;011 Main StreeL'' _.4 ,,....„-._ , Three -_ bedrooine, 2 tires.; _power _ _dean ing._ _can John
Weareworkingfull time Ailuilimirtely-ilitrea.-26 baths, laegeliilarillwatb 1 422211 "4-'124° FET1 - steering and poirti ' '- ne pgr- e 75.-34-669 or
to provide the -test . tendable, parligilly _ wood burying „fireplace, H78x15" $24.23 + $2.85 brakes. Call Steve= - 436_2586: 0°nr 436_5348- .
possible Real Estate wooded, creek and Haim room dining area. 
FET; - L78115" 926.76 + Kickert, 474-2211. -* 




Located on Quail, Creek
Drive in I3atesborough.
47 Motorcycles
DM EL CAMINO. , good
eondftion, Call-7684124.
LAY AWAY a Yamaha
motorcycle now at Town
and Country- Yamaha,
Murr ; Ky. 733-80713 -
48. Automotive Semite
TIRE SALE; Truck load,
4 ply polyester white
wall premium grade. 12-
32 tread depth, 7 rib
1966 CHRYSLER
Newport, 2 door hard-
top. $200. Ca11-753.1149.
A FOOL and his money
are soon parted. Learn
how a $3.00 investment
can save you up to $750
or more on your Reit
emmoRmilimialoom lot. owner inii-o-ifs to including walk-in. 2700 SALE OIL filter, $L49, air, piaiiiii- theyene Super stallation will do
, Purdom It Thruman _ iell...,..wIll cenatcler_ ..41 ft,srafi maaia_a_ftec. ,_ Jaer,_sis *to iit_most... Ilk_laug____wheet Isase,:_ _raihnhing_  heating  _mot








641-Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
This week another load from St. Louis, Lots of





One used 941 Cat track loader, power
shift trans. 1/2 yard bucket with teeth.
One used TD-.25 C IHC Crawler Tractor,
power shift trans. 26" track, hydraulic
Smi-U blade. and - hydraulic tilt. 'One
model 110-11 Michigan elevating scraper
with 4-55 GMC Diesel Engine. One model
JD-860 elevating scraper:with 6-71 GMC
Diesel engine, power shift transmission.
Call after 7 PM 901-479-2517.
BEAUTY AND THE BEST
Cool - Beat the heat next summer by planning for
it now. This prestigious home has large swim-
ming pool, enclosed screened patio in backyard
landscaped for privacy. Meanwhile, enjoy the
cozy fireplace inside-den, quality kitchen, entry
- hall, formal dining room, large living room, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths. This house has everything
rolled into one - charm, personality, comfort.
Located at 1528 C,anterberry Drive.
105 N. 17111 Street
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL 'ESTATE ,753-8080
THE PROF ISSfONAL OFFICE WITH THE'FIHENDLy TOUCH
swum tryi. 75341311-z--AolehMINIOrt -7;
Mann Shropshire 753-8777 littiaiNitiner • 7S3-7510
ILA Kee& 753-2357 bade 153-1035
BY OWNER-3 bedroom, 2
bath, living room, den, SALE 36 MONTH car 
interior. Radial tires.-
JUST LISTED - Duplex- kitchen and dining " Transmission needs
Each side has 2 room. Efficiency cot-
bedrooms, living room, tage at rear of lot.
completely eqpipped Presently renting for.
eat-in kitchen, storm $125 month. Excellent
doors - and • windows, crondition. 439,500. 1803
drapes, carport ... College Farm Rd.
Excellent igiVeVifiehr- , 
_
Loretta Jobs Realtors, By OWNER-new brick
753-1492. home, with 5 acres.
Features 3 bedrooms, 2
NEW THREEw
BEDR81081 brick, heat
pump and all the extras.
Over 1.,71Q sq-. ft. of-
living space. Call 753-
8500.
HOUSE AND 59 ACRES
for sale. Two miles East








sell this warm, spacious
4 bedroom, 142 bath
home that offers corn-
imitable living for a






storage make this a
house that's a real in-
vestment. Reduced to
$19,900. Call or come by
105 N. 12th Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 753-8080.
REDUCED 5,500-Few
settings can deaf this
with the towering shade
trees and beautifully
landscaped yard. Over
2,100 sq. ft. in this 3





-today Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 7 5 3 - 3 2 6 3
anytime
baths, 25 fe7 kitchen
cabinets with built-ins.




drive to Paris, Ten-




house, 41/2 miles out 11..1
South. Ideal for 2 people.
Phone 753-7948.
cars. Wallin Hardware, brakes, air and tilt 7203.
Paris. wheel. Red with black
battery. $24.9% Millard work. Call 354-6206 after-Brand. Wallin Hard- 4.
ware, Paris.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 Cadillac Con:
vertible, white with red
interior. Mint condition.
Call 753-5669.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, . 2 door
hardtop. Dark -(keen.
Ca11-527-8273 after 4:00.
1971 MONTE. CARLO 350
Automatic', Burnt
Orange with black vinyl
top. Factory • wheels,
AM-FM tape deelt and
tilt yheel,. 54;000 actual





*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADINGSRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOWSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
JUST FAR ENOUGH AWAY
Brick 3 Reclroom home _located only 1 mile froip
'Murray City 'Units on large one plus aCreslOt: -
Concrete block workshop and extra outside-
storage bidding, nice garcreti area, lots of trees,
shrubs and flowers. A-pretty picture for pleasant





$1350, 1813 Wiswell Rd.,
Murray. Call 753-9964.










1972 M.G. Midget con-,
condition. Call 















and top soil. Call Joe
_Eeard, 436-2300.
1976 FOUR WHEEL
drive F-250' Call 759-
-1130.
1973 BUICK REGAL; all
power and air. Extra
clean. $2,250.00 Must
sell. Call 753-4358.
FOR SALE 1974 Vega GT.
" -Wile- speed, 32,000
miles. One owner, very
clean, guaranteed.-$895.
1803 College Farm Rd.
1970 CHEVROLET
pickup, 6 cylinder,
straight shift, shirt wide- -
bed. $850. 1973 Plymouth
wagon, good condition,
good tires, power and
air. $1195. Call 489-
- LICENSED -ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job




black on black one,
owner, excellent con-
dition. $3,250. Call 753-
6648.
1973 LTD 4 door, beige.
$1500. Call 753-7595.
197$ GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, ODB owner. Tilt
" Wheel, -tendons -tops,.
















• experience. Call 759-1524
after 5a p.m.
TAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry Avail




Company Inc. Air con-,







by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling





dectirativi rock- or stock
pile lime.' C,all. 753-6763
--Roger Hudson, 75374545.
51 Serices Offered
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free






Doug UAW at 753-23107 
for free estimates.
ACE HI black top pay
and seal coating. Free, -



















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day- or
442-7026.
FREE KITTENS white




graft for barns. W.M.






Omie-d, reedy th me. Or hey b Wield eed sm. Complete 
see
reeky% Owed& HI ep 24150smodeni, but wit precut my Wm
needed. Shop the rest thee twee is Costae Wit wW bey tieleeet
for less. BUILT NOTABLE BUILDINGS 7534904 
REIRELITE GENERATOR
1364124C T 20 amp NEIAA .
tree receptacles are provide:Pot any
plug-ac of 120 volt AC loCAS and 1,pres
• Devetops 2.250 watts of continuous
AC • Four cycle aq cooled engine
uses enclosed mechanical governor
Itor long engine lite. • Spring mounts
at base prevent 'walking" • Ground"
Sat metalpissed•ilisseitifila • Options4
Otnetone .spark arrestor mulaer



















Is the word for this 4 bedroom, 21/2 bath home in
Gatesborougb. Has double garage, central heat
and air, carpet, all built-ins, fireplace in familx.
room. Many extra large closets. Attractively
decorated.. Priced in 60's.
New,home on Melrose. Has 3 bedrooms ,carpet, 2
baths, many cabinets in kitchen with built-ins.
Central heat and air.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Siiiiiiins-Ttreet Pline111; 7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise !Riker, 753-2409
Jock Persoll, 753-11961 Prentice Dann, 753-5725
4.444k 753-5122
1
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,Fryer Backs 
Turkey Wings Li
















• '" =..WORTH 2
toward the purchase of ha w ole
GLENDALE IMO 
INNOII_ 141. 4/0.. , 
,. 1=11_ 
BOlittESS HAM SI






















Sweet Corn 5 EARS
COWRY STAND
Mushrooms 






Prices effective wiry Oct 25m.
4.rounr,ty right Teener) Copyright 1977.




conditions beyond our i.ontsol _awe sun out of on .athertised
sperioi We substitute a comparable brond t a vendor
savings or give you a Ram Check for the advertised special
at the special pr.(' anytime within 30 doys Wt GUARANTEE
WitAT WE -SFr(' ItittiCreorrever dresoftifievt melee Neogibe
ois (has* we will (*Place your item Or refund your ',sanity '




Oscar Mayer Salami, Liver,
Pickle I. Pimiento, Spiced
  LUNCH
-- -MEAL
Brown & Serve Rolls 
ASSORTED FLAVORS EROGIE
_ Pound Cake 
4:y MONKS'
BREAD ---
11417 OM 16 tn. loaf...674




mi TOWARD PUISOIASE Of ON ••
'PI' ▪ -floods's" Pewerwlitewewer•








WO ,CitiPoy$1. 99 with cpupan











S LDS (WOKE ammo SJ4IIS 3•LI"
3 11.V.U.AN 
tilS FRISK GROWS SW
S LIES ESTER ONA1111111—
LIS ALROGER
S LDS PORK SAUSAGE
COST-CUTTER COUPON
with this coupon and 90.00 purchosi 'schema items prohibited by











All Kroger Beef is inspected for quality by on
official U S Dept of ogriculture expert He
makes sure our beef meets rigid government
standards for texture, Color, MatUrity,
marbling bone structure and other features
necessafy_to earn the U.S. Gon t Groded















Mil with this coupon one 51 u ell purchase excluding items prohibited by... low and in addition to the cost of coupon merchordise Subject to
applicable :axes" lend one Expires Oct. 25th.
tie 011111111111111111111 l
MAIM MOM MX MIX Olt







innslom with this coupon. limit one Expires Oct 25th iNNI
5111111.111111.111111111
ATTENTION SHOPPERS:
Complete Your Charlie Brown
Dictionary Set This Week I
Offer Expires Oct. 25th
















il OZ. III 
wi.
ele.
ww ow."•ow son 61°me "P
am
. 3 _ ..
KROGER :17 WORTH 25' OFF =:": G EEM
GELATIN
m sot





Vaseline — VaselineI et. Lilies
. ocs. 25th. an- with this coupon, Low one. r woee with this coupon. limit one ,wmf with this cocoon. Limit one with this coupon. tem on. .•.
Expires Oct 251h. ma  Expires Oct 25th —
1111111111111e=11111111111111
Expires (Nt 25111 in... Expires Oct 25th
11111111111.11r".11,11011rassiiII
EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHT
Willi A Now lb 4111/ lir' lb gm Ai 4 HOURS A DAY 
SATURDAY Ill 8 A.M. SUNDA'.
MIE "
SHOP WHEN IT IS CONVENIENT 100 Tow
